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ABSTRACT

In dais fasr-changing world where advances in science and technology threaten

to outpace the effectiveness of schools., there is a dire need for a new model of

educational leadership to effectively manage the changes encountered. Schools can

no longer prepare people to fit in the world of twenty years ago, because that world

will no longer elcist (Senge, 2000). The purpose of this study was to examine the

new emerging model of leadership, the concept of the learning organization in a

school setting, and to determine the degree to which characteristics aCthe learning

organization were present. In doing so, this thesis explores <a) the applicability of

organizationalleaming theory to the understanding of schools and (b) practical

images oforganizational learning in school settings

The study was conducted through a qualitative research approach consisting of

interviews, participant observation and docwnent analysis. The study built on

baseline data already collected by Brown and Sheppard (1996). From this earlier

research. a school was identified using a unique-case selectioD.

The findings from on-site field work reveals that this school portrays many of

the chuacteristics of the learning organization, and although it is evolving towards a

learning organization, it has not yet institutionalized the five disciplines to an ideal



state. The study confinns that the learning organization theory fits well in the

educational setting. There are strong implications for this themy to be included in

district strategic planning and professional development such that administrator

themselves have the knowledge to promote effective organizationalleaming in the

educational settings in which they won:. The findings suggest that leaders should

consider an approach which encompasses systems thinking, personal mastery. shared

vision and team learning as they look for new solutions to educational challenges.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Today, more than ever before, change is occurring in our society at an ever

increasing exponential rate. Governments, federal. provincial, and municipal, are

zealously grappling with issues concerning health care. education. taxes and

unemployment. The school systems are no exception. lbey too must adapt to our

rapidly changing society in order for their product, the students. society's most

valuable resource, to be well prepared to function effectively and chan the course

for themselves and for societies of the fubae.

Generally, people oppose mandated change and in today's turbulent society

it is easy to succumb and be swallowed into the arena ofhopelessness and despair.

However, there is an approach that offers much optimism. Current leadership

theorists advise educators to confront the changes and to regard them as

challenges. Educators are being asked to look inward, within themselves and

within the organization. as well as to the external environment to look for

solutions. In doing S0, it is possible to construct new ideologies and apply new

theories of managem~nlwhich can lead to both personal and professional success.

Key theories that emerge in organizational and administrative theory are



applied DOt DIlly in the privale and public administration but also in educational

settings. Currmt theory in educatioDaJ administrarioo draws &om theories such as

the traditiooal bureaucntic theory, scic:ntific 1UDagCmCllt, human resource

developmenl and tnDsfonnatioaallcadcrsbip lbeory. An emerging theory today is

that oCthe learning OJg&Dizatioo (KIiDe and Sauodcrs. 1993, Senge, 1994) aod

major companies such as Xerox lIDd mM bave attesled 10 its viability. This theory

holds significant potential for educational settings (Lcithwood, 2000, Sheppard &

Brown. 1996). The term" learning organization" may be somewbal misleading in

the education context as many simply view schools as OJg&Dizations where

learning takes place. However, the concept of the learning organization speaks

more specifically to the culture of the school to how teachers and administrators

learn and apply their learning 10 the creation ofan effective learning environment.

According to SeDge (1994). in learning organizations there is a life long

comm.itmenl to learning based on inbinsic rewards which are fostered by the:

practice oCtive disciplines: Syslems thinking, personal maslcry, mental models,

shared vision, and team learning. Currently in a struggle to cope wilb change,

many schools have active school improvemenl programs and are attempting to

implement new styles of leadership. However, the reseuch shows that all too

often good theories tend to fail because oflbe implementation process (Fullan.



1993: Sergiovanni, 1995). Conner (1993) refers to this scenario as the "black

hole". where the CIlICiai element, implementation, gets lost or swaUowed up. thus

destroying the cruc:ia1link between theory and prac:tic:e. The learning organization

concept suggesls that there are ongoing implementation strategies that can lead 10

the desired resulls, thai il is a natural progression, and the use of such strategies

can contribute 10 the success of school improvement programs and leadership

approaches.

Ibckground to the St_dy

Anecdotal and research studies confinn thai there are effective and

efficienl ways in managing change thai would lead 10 more job satisfaction for

teachers and administrators, as well as higher achievement for the students. All

too often IOp-down and bureaucratic d«ision making leads 10 solutions that are

ineffective, even al times compounding the original problem (Depree. 1989:

Fullan.I993; Kline & Saunders, 1993; Sergiovanni. 1995). The resulls can be

staffs that are disillusioned, apathetic and at times downright cynical of the

administration process (Senge. Kleiner. Robens, Ross and Smith. 1994). In such



scenarios it appears as if little thought bas been given to the hwnan element and its

worth, and more significantly, the decisions made are not always student~focussed.

and in many cases were actually to the detriment of the: students (SergiovamU,

1995). It is an administration system characterized by fragmentation and isolation

with most individuals involved struggling to survive (Conner, 1993).

Transfonnationalleadership, according to Sergiovanni (1995), has

tremendous potential to offset such fragmentation and isolation in that it embraces

human concern, equality and dignity and leads to participatory decision-making by

those involved. FoUowen themselves become leaders and become motivated by

the intrinsic rewards associated with job satisfaction. Depree (1989) relates the

immense benefits ofshared decision-making and highlights the value being placed

on hwnan worth. This type of leadership is compatible with the concept of

schools as learning organizations (Senge, 1994). There is little research on the

learning organization in schools, despite its perceived potential. However,

Leithwood (2000) in Understanding Schools as InleJJigenl Systems has brought the

topic to the focefront with authors both nationally and internationally analyzing

and discussing schools as learning organizations.



Pu....... of tile Slody

The purpose of this study is to examine the concept of the learning

organization in a school setting. It will build on the research ofBrown and

Sheppard (1996) and Leitbwood (2000). A school identified as experiencing

success with change and improvement will be studied in an in-depth case study. to

determine the degree to which characteristics of the leuning organization are

present.

Significance of the Study

The significance of this research is twofold. First it contributes to the

advancement of knowledge about the learning organization concept and the

implementation process. Second. from a practical sense. it will seek 10 capture

images of teachers and administrators working in an environment characterized by

stralegies for school improvement policies, a focus on genuine teamwork, intrinsic

motivation. and life long learning thai directly benefits the students and all those

involved in the process along the way.

Stbool improvement and new leadership approaches arc urgent topics in the



current focus OD scbool refonn and curriculum. All too often good theories such

as school improvement do not succeed because the humanistic element in the

process is Dot a critical concern. The leaming organization emphasizes the human

element in administration and delineates the role and significance of the individual

as well as the synergy that such a group of individuals can brinS forth to any

organization. Knowledge and Wlderstanding of the leaming organization concept

as it relates to schools' promises to be a useful concept to ensure effectiveness in

refonn efforts.



CHAPTERlWO

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Although the learning organization concept is becoming more visable in

recent administrative literature and is gradually becoming more common in

relation to educational administration, its origins date back to the cybernetic

models oCthe early 1960's (Cym and March, 1963). The learning organization

concept was expanded a decade later when Argyris and Schon (1978) put forth

their psychological model of single and double loop learning (Louis., 1994).

Double-looped Icuning involves a double feedback loop which connects the

detection ofenor not only to strategies and asswnptions for effective perfonnance

but to the very ponns which define effective perfonnance (Argyris and Schon,

1978, p. 22).

The focus in the early literature on organizational learning was on

individualleaming as a prerequisite to organizationalleaming. Argyris and

Schon (1978) moved beyond that, concluding that individual learning is a

necessary but insufficient condition for organizationalleaming. As well. they

identified the following paradox oforganizational learning: organizations are

more than collections of individuals. yet there are no organizations without such

collections. In other words. organizationalleaming is more than individual



leaming, yet organizations only learn through the experience and actions of

individuals.

More: recent literature on management techniques indicates growth and

advancement on the earlier works pertaining to learning organizations. In The

Fifth Discipline. Senge places responsibility on all members of the organization to

be leaders and change agents, disposing of the view that visionuy leadership from

the top is the answer. Fullan (1997) supports Senge, contending that future

leaders will have to focus on systemic forces and collective learning rather than

sbon-tenn events and charismatic leadership styles. He endorses Senge's

description of the work of the new leader being that of designer, steward and

teacber. As designer, the leader's task is designing the learning process; as

steward, the leader continually seeks and oversees the broader pwpose and

direction of the organization; and as teacber, the leader fosters learning for

everyone through developing systemic understandings.

In his critique ofmanagement techniques, Fullan (1997) suggests that

Henry Mintzberg (1994) wrote the deflnitive critique, The Rise and FaJ/ of

Strategic Management. Mintzberg's conclusion was that there are dangers

inherent in following anyone strategy. Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998)

elaborated in depth on this comment some four years later and in doing so makes



several references to the learning organization concept. In commenting on new

directions for strategic learning, Mintzberg et a1.(I998) says that in recent years.

interest in the "Ieuning organization" bas burgeoned. They support the premise

that the learning organization is the antithesis of me old bureaucratic organization

in that it is decentralized and encourages open communication and teamwork with

value placed on risk laking. honesty and trust Mintzberg and his colleagues are

also supportive of the premise that organizations that ue capable of learning from

their experiences do better than organizations that adapt to their environment.

Although supporting the concept lhalleaming approaches have come into great

prominence, especially under the guise of the -learning organization", MinlZberg

et al.( 1998) caution that the greatest failings of strategic management have

OCCUlTed when one point of view is taken too seriously. Therefore. they suggest

that now lIlatlearning organizations are all the rage practitioners have to be

cognizant that learning and change needs to be given both capacity and time and

that it is but one building block in strategic management MinlZberg's view is that

although the literature of the learning school is small, it has already made a major

contribution to management theory and will likely continue to do 50.

Another prominent author in organization theory, March (1999) in The

Pursuilo/Organiza/;onallnlelligence, also refers to the potential of the concept
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of the learning organization. In his analysis ofleaming in organizations. he makes

reference to the fulW'e and organizational adaption of the concept. March (1999)

states that. in the past, cbaDge in the world were likely to be seen as leading to

specific changes within the organization. This was viewed as a survival strategy.

However, he contends that today's rapid environmental change favours

organizations that are able to be flexible and adapt quickly to change. He believes

that this shift has lead to considerable enthusiasm for designing organizations that

are capable of learning and adapting to the changes they face, or in other words. to

become learning organizations as designed by Senge. March (1999) supports the

anenrian presently being given to learning organizations in management circles

and in the exploration of learning models ofadaption by students oforganizations.

Hesselbein. Goldsmith, &. Beckhard (1996), in The Leader ofthe Future

also explore leadership for learning in organizations. They describe organizations

as living systems and see them within the context of the larger systems of which

they are a pan. They suggest that the leadersrup challenges in building learning

organizations represent a microcosm of the currenlleadership issues. They make

the argumenl that none of loday's pressing issues will be resolved through

hierarchical authority. Instead, significant change will require imagination,

perserverance, dialogue, deep caring and a willingness to change and these
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challenges of systemic change will result in new views of leadership based on new

principles.

Although these and other theorists are currendy writing about the learning

organization.. the framework for this study draws on the works of Senge (1990).

Educational researchers have used a variety of organizational frameworks and

Sheppard & Brown (1996) have pioneered the use ofSenge's framework for

educational studies and have made significant contributions to research and

practice. It is within this larger research effort ofSheppard & Brown that this

research falls. To apply this concept 10 a case study of a school. a framework

developed by Lieberman (1995) was used. This chapter provides a review of the

main ideas from Senge (1990) and Lieberman (1995) and concludes with a

discussion of schools as learning organizations.

Senge's Concept ollbe Luming Organization

Senge's book, The Fifth Discipline, (1990) provides the theoretical

framework of the components of the learning organization used in this research.

Follow·up work in The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook by Senge, Kleiner. Roberts.
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Ross, and Smith (1994) as weD as TenSleps 10 a uamingOrganizQlion by Kline

and Saunders (l993) offer the tools 10 implement the theory into praetice. Since

this literature is based on examples from public settings. rather than

administration in the educational settings, examples from school settings are

provided for each ofSenge's five disciplines, and these elaborated examples

provide the framework to evaluate the degree to which cbaracteristics of the

learning organization exist in the leadership practices in the particular school being

studied.

Systems Thinkine;

Senge (1994) states that the comer stone of the five learning disciplines is

the fifth discipline or systems thinking. With systems thinking there is a paradigm

shift from seeing parts 10 seeing wholes. and a realization that decisions which

affect only a part of the organization are related to the reality of the whole.

Systems thinking forces members of organizations to see a connectedness to the

environment they operate in, and to recognize that solutions to problems are not

"out there" being created by someone else, but are 10 be found within the

participants, and their work environment. Syslems thinking focuses on seeing

interrelationships and processes rather than linear cause and effeci chains of
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events. 10 a school. for example. exploration ofa problem with student disc:iplint

would mean examinalioo of the whole. rather than the obvious problems. A

strategy such as the: "Five Whys" (Senge. 1994) would assist teachers and

admia.istracors to dig deeper as they analyze the problem and look for systemic;:

causes. Inappropriate student behaviour may reflect, for example, problems with

teaching methods.. rather than student rebellion.

Personal Mastery

The first diKipline of the learning organization is personal mastery and it

refers to motivation of people within the organization. It asks individuals to learn

how their own actions affect their work place. There is a shift in the locus of

control from believing that someone else is in conb'Ol of what happens to the

individual having control in what happens. Individual growth and learning art

developed through clarification ofpersonal priorities and learning to see CUJTmt

realities morc clearly. This juxtaposition of what an individual wants or needs.

and me reality of where they are in relation to these wants or needs results in

·creative tension", according to Senge (1994). Learning how to generate and use

this tension for growth is what personal mastery is al1 about. Personal mastery

means being able to see the current reality of the situation. to detennine future
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directions. and to understand the role and potential of each individual to reach that

goal. The school, as an organization. has a responsibility to ensure that conditions

allow individuals to develop personally, as well as collectively.

Mental Models

The second component of the leami.og organization involves mental

models. It has to do with individual paradigm shifts. All 100 often good theories

fail because of deep-rooted opinions or images individuals hold in relation to how

the world works. The discipline ofmanaging mental models encourages the

individual to bring to surface, evaluate and improve his or her conception of how

the world works. The discipline of mental models focuses on openness and

encourages individuals to see the world through a much broader lens. For

example. in the school setting ifeducators assume the answers to their problems

are to come from the Department of Education, school board. or school coum;ils. it

severely limits their potential to deal with the everyday problems thai they face.

Shared Vision

The third component of the learning organization is the discipline of shared

vision. For individuaJs, a shared vision may start from an idea, but it is better
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defined as an impressive force of commitment that an individual has. Within an

organization, a shared vision comes not from the outside. but is developed

internally, by the synergy created through systems thinking, personal mastery and

mental models aU wortdng in harmony. A shared vision provides a focus and

energy for learning. The participants are committed because the shared vision

actually reflects their own personal vision (Senge 1994). They see the vision as

challenging, but attainable. knowing full weD that they alone possess the power

and are in control to make the vision a reality. Within the school setting, a shared

vision evolves from the knowledge that lbe vision is context specific. Within the

school, members can analyze their own strengths, weaknesses and future needs to

ascertain the: degree ofconlrol they really have in changing their environment. A

school vision then becomes personal to their school context, motivating the

participants. It is seen as attainable and one the participants themselves are

responsible for achieving.

Tum Learning

The fourth discipline of the learning organization is team learning. Team

learning builds on shared vision and personal mastery. People have different

strengths and find their niches on the team and enhance the team's pert'onnance.
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This discipline cdebraIes diversity. For ex.ampk. individl.ll.ls on • sc:bool hockey

team can learn. IDd pqctiee individually oa the: ice mel develop skills. but it is

minute learning in comparisoa to the team leaming ttw occurs wbeD playing

together with the rest of the: telm in IDCtice and competition. The: same parallel

can be made to team learning in the educational setting where the goal being

strived for becomes the shared vision of the team aod members learn from each

other.

According to Senge (1994), team learning has three critical dimensions.

First, there is the need Co think significantly about complex issues. This refers 10

the synergy of tapping into the potential ofmany minds. Second, there: is the nttd

for innovative coordinated action where theR is "operational trust". This is where

each team member is .w~ of the: other and can be supportive and predictive of

his feDow team member. Third. and most important in developing team learning

in organizations, there is • need to master how the team converses through the

practices ofdialogue and discussion. In dialogue. Senge contends that there has to

be a free and creative exploration ofcomplex and subtle issues, with a suspension

ofone's own beliefs. By contrast, in discussion. different views are presented and

defended. and there is a search for the best view to support a decision that must be

made at that time. In the education setting. one would expect team learning to
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involve representation from those affected by the decision making process.

Dialogue would OCCW" freely without fear of. reprimand from others holding

superior positions or titles in the organization. A student council representative. a

parent, a teacher or a principal should feel equally confident in espousing hislhtt

own views and feelings in the decision making process and know that they are a

contributing factor to the overall purpose of the meeting and team learning

process.

Senge's Conceptual Fr.mework

The five disciplines oftbe learning organization are all interrelated and

bring a synergy to the learning organization concept as well as make the goals of

organizations possible. In each discipline. there are individual and organizational

implications. Systems thinking challenges the individual and the organization to

sec themselves as part of a larger world. Personal mastery requires individuals to

be motivated and life -long learners., and organizations to provide a culture to

support this. Mental models ask individuals to be more open and to expand their

present ways of seeing the world. Shared vision calls for commibnent 10 long tenn

goals, and team learning asks people to learn together. The five disciplines,

together, will create a synergy within an organization (whether a school or small
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group) which will go beyond individual perspectives to a coUecrive larger vision.

in the genuine learning organization there is evidence ofboth tangible and

subtle change (Senge, 1994). This case study used Senge's conceptual framework

to collect and analyze data. Operational changes were evaluated by considering

the three components of the architecture triangle. At the center is the Domain of

Action or Organizational Architecture. At the three apexes are: Guiding Ideas;

Theory Methods and Tools; Innovations and InfrastrUcture. Guiding Ideas

requires evidence thai teachers are concerned with the primacy of the whole. the

significance of themselves as key components and the generative power of

language as they engage in dialogue and discussion. The implementation

component. Theory, Methods and Tools, calls for evidence that teachers are

engaged in reflective practices and dialogue exercises as they build personal and

shared visions. The component of Innovation in lnfrastructure will require

evidence that teachers have the resources available to build the learning

organization concept. one reSOW'Ce being the time and place to meet in order to

engage in dialogue and discussion., and 10 practice their new skills.

While the tangible changes are occurring, the more subtle changes are also

taking place in the domain of enduring change (the deep learning cycle). There are

three components there: Awareness and Sensibilities; Skills and Capabilities; and
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Attitudes and Beliefs. The Skins and Capabilities component required a search

for evidence that individuals are experiencing aspiration, reOection and

conversation and conceptualization. The Awareness and Sensibilities component

required the study to examine whether individuals are experiencing paradigm

shifts and systems thinking. Within the Attitudes and Beliefs component, the

study sought evidence thai: individuals are experiencing new visions. both personal

and shared.

The balancing ofall of the elements of the Domain of Enduring Change

(the deep learning cycle) and the Domain ofAction (or the organizational

architecture triangle) exemplifies the learning organization. Key components

cannot be absent if the concept of the learning organization is to survive. Without

Guiding Ideas, there is no true vision or purpose. If Innovations in Infrastructure

are not included, there will nol be adequate resources to make the learning

organization a reality. Likewise without Theory, Methods and Tools. the

implementation aspect is lost and so is the learning organization. However, when

the components afthe triangle are a reality, and the tangible changes are visible,

the deep learning cycle has the fertile groundwork on which il can grow and

evolve. Then systems thinking and vision building allows the panicipants to be

creative instead of reacting 10 given situations.
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There is lremendous potential for the learning organization concept to work

well in the educational setting as it pertains both to administration and the

cwriculwn. There are two crucial dimensions for the realization of this potential.

First is creating a reOective environment and a degree ofsafety where individuals

can rediscover what they reaUy care about. The second dimension is allowing

these individuals time together to interact in reference to their visions such that

shared meaning, trust and mutual understanding leads to a shared vision (O'Neil,

1995).

Liebennan's Case Study Approach

In her book, The Work ofReSITUcturing Schools. Lieberman (1995) presenlS

six schools as representations of school reConn. These schools vary in size as well

as locations in different states of the United States. However, there are some

commonalities. They are all elementary and middle schools, not secondary, and

they have all experienced the dynamics of changing practice. structure and culture

in the process of restructuring.

The data collection for Liebennan's study was done through researchers

immersing themselves in the particular schools on a day to day basis. This
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approach allowed the raean:bcrs to get close to the school people who were

changing lhcir pnctices ond pmemed _ opportuDities for in«pdl

undcrstmding of the change process, particu1arty if • researebcr was tbcrc O'm"

time (Lieberman. 1995).

Much of what is presented in the way ofsuccess from the schools

exemplifies characteristics of the learning organization. Lieberman stated that a

key concern in compiling the profiles of the schools in her book is the hope that

readers will gain a perspective on what "systemic change" means to different

schools. both from within the school and at the district level.

Examples of success illustrated the power of authentic bottom-up

participation. engaging in discussion, sharing a vision then acting on it and

inventing ways to make it a reality. In the learning organization, emphasis is on

working collaborativety and the synergy thai can be produced. According to

Liebc:nnan, "work" is defined not only as what teachers and students do. but also

what principals, practices and policies enable them to do in different settings over

time. This involves conflict, which according to the learning organization

concept, provides the creative tension nccessuy for advancement and

improvement. Lieberman also espouses thac edueationallcaders enrich their

underslanding of conflict and how it plays out in different school cultures, as
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c:on1liet is one of the defiDiDg cbancteristics of cta.oge. When viewed as I

productive conflict •• _ and iDevitabIe part .f!be cbaDge process- ..achm

learn that it is all right to bold differiDg views and to Egue for them. This is I put

of working 10ward building I norm of inquiry in the school so that ideas about

improving teaching and teaming becomes the basis ofongoing discussion.

Just as the learning organization focuses on the whole and then the

interrelatedness of the parts that make it. Lieberman (l99S) states that

comprehensive change in schools focuses on the bigger picture of restructuring

and transfonnation of the school, rather than on specific projects or innovations.

Emphasis is less on particular issues such as public exams., and more on building a

school culture thai works for the student and the adults. For true success., the

individual's, understaDding that cbanging a school demInds changing practices, and

that structures must be buill to suppo" these: changed pnetices. leads (Q cultures of

collegiality, continuous inquity and coUabc:ntive work that may weU mark the

organizational path to the schools oftbc: fulUre (Liebmnan., I99S).

There are many parallels between the concept of the learning organization

and whal Lieberman (J99S) constitutes as approaches for successful school

restructuring. In many of the success stories, characteristics of the learning

organization are exemplified and much was revealed through the observer's
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method ofdata collection. The significance ofLieberman's work as it relates to

this study is that it illustrates characteristics oCme learning organization through a

qualitative research approach. In addition it provides the case srudy fonnat,

through eight categories ofquestions., to analyze restructuring and professional

development schools (See Appendix A).

Schools as Luming OrgaaizatiollS

The idea of a school that can learn is becoming increasingly prominent

during the last few years (Senge, 2(00). Educational researchers ( Dibbon. 2000;

Elliott, 2000: Leithwood, 2000a; Leithwood. 2000b; Senge, 2000: and Sheppard

and Brown. 2000) have focussed on the learning organization concept in an

attempt to validate its merit in dealing with change at the educational level.

Dibbon's findings suggest that leaming organizations are exceptionally

good at "organizationalleaming~ and he describes a muiti-dimensionaJ conception

ofgrowth in a school's organizationalleaming capacity. He states that schools as

learning organizations possess powerful individual, team and whole school

learning capacities which change organizational practices both from a cObrnitive

and behaviomal persp«:tive. Dibbon created a framework which conceptualizes
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growth in a school's organizationalleaming capacity as a four-stage process

incorporating the three units of the organization (individual, team and whole

school). Elliott proposes thai schools evolve into learning organizations when

school districts provide the necessary support and resources. He suggests thai

districts can stimuJate generative learning (Senge. 1990) in schools by utilizing any

ofa nwnber ofdistrict intervention strategies. Both of these authors' perspectives

on the learning organization are used in the discussion of how the school, in this

study, exhibited characteristics oCthe learning organization.

Dibbon's four~stage dcseription ofgrowth in a school's organizational

learning capacity led to the creation oCfour distinct images (or stages). The coping

organizQlion which is a school that does not see the need for change and generally,

teachers feel that they are doing a good job. There is no learning plan in place and

as a result lessons from their experiences are haphazard and fragmented. The

emerging organization is an active but immature learning system that recognizes

the need for large scale change and realizes that systemic thought is the vehicle

that has to be utilized in harnessing thai change. There is the need for a designed

improvement plan 10 implement and evaluate their collective learning to monitor

ils efficiency, but usually there is none in place. The developing organization is

relatively mature as a learning system, but the learning processes are not
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These schools tend to be rich in knowledge, skills and related practices hut lack

protocol or policy to ensure effective implementation of them. At times these

schools may be too receptive 10 novel practices and progress to the implementation

stage without proper evaluation or modification to ensure success in their specific

school context. The learning organization is where schools have evolved into

sophisticated learning systems that recognized and utilize those practices which

ensure success in dealing with change. They are very much in tune with the

external as well as the internal environment in which they operate and utilize ideas

thai present themselves as ways in which to improve their own effectiveness.

The stage that a school is in is delennined by its position relative to

individual, leam and whole school capacity for learning based on specific factors.

A discussion later on the findings in the case study school, for example, reveals

parallels to a significant number of these factors and hence allows a visual

interpretation of where this school is on the continuwn from the coping ,ftage to

the learning organization stage.

Teachers can create schools which are learning organizations only if they

have the necessary support and resources that the districts are capable ofproviding

(Louis, Kruse and Raywid 1996). Elliott (2000) confirms this notion and suggests
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that districts can stimulate generative learning (Senge. 1990) in schools by

implementing any ofa nwnber ofdistrict intervention strategies. Elliott (2000)

identified nine categories of district interventions effective in promoting the

leaming organization concept in schools: Educational Policy, Accountability and

Monitoring Systems. Information and Feedback interVentions. District

lmprovement and Strategic Planning Interventions. Recruitment and Professional

Development, Provision of Models and Information for School Improvement,

Structurallntervention. and CulturallOrganizationallntervmtion.

As EUiott points out, these nine categories ofdistrict intervention do not

exhaust all possibility types but they do give direction to districts who ace trying to

increase the learning capacity in their schools. Four of these interventions were

discovered to be significant in this case study and arc: discussed in chapter four.

Leithwood (2000) in Understanding Schools as Intelligent Systems has built

on his previous work and presented a compilation of several authon' research

pertaining to schools as learning organizations. In doing so, he categorized the

most recent research into three categories: Developing the lntellectual Capacities

of lndividuals and Teams. Building the intellectual Capacities ofSchools and

Districts, and Organizational Learning Effects.

lmplicarions rising from these categories are parallel to the disciplines ofleaming
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organizations. Leithwood (2000) suggests that aspiring scboolleaders. and those

presently in the role, need to be ~intentionallcam.ers" and take full responsibility

for what Senge (1991) refers to as "personal mastery".

Sheppard and Brown (2000) focus specifically on the transformation of

secondary schools into learning organizations. Their inquiry was to determine

how school staffs adapt learning stnltegies to deal effectively with change in an

effort towards school improvement In addition, they wanted 10 know what type

of leadership was in place to facilitate this transfonnation. The results they found

that fonnal goal setting through practising the shared vision discipline and strong

evidence of the team learning discipline were insbUntentai in ensuring school

growth. They also made note of the fact that school leadership, it was not

necessarily the dominant factor for school success. They found that {onnal goal

setting, the practice of shared vision, and team learning were instrumental in

ensuring school growth.

Conclusion

Current literature makes it abundantly clear that there are theories and

practices that are conducive to managing change in the educational conlext. Senge
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(1990) popularized !be learning orgonizalioo cooccpt comprised of the five

disciplines and provided aD. ideal framework from which to openIt. Lieberman

(1995) found that the learn.iDg orpnizatioo coocepts are viable: in schools that aR

demoosttating su«:css in deaIiDg wilh change .... school growth. Dibbon (2000)

provides a framework that conceptuAlizes. four stl8e process ofgrowth in a

school's organizational learning capacity such that it is possible to identify where

the school currently is on its journey to becoming a learning organization. Elliott

(2000) provides examples ofdistrict interventions that are crucial to stimulate

generative learning in schools as they evolve into learning orpnizations.

Lcithwood (2000) informs on the progress ofschools as intelligent systems by

giving both national and international penpcctives from a variety of authors

pertaining to the leaming orpnization. Senge. P.• Cambron4 McCabc. Lucas.,

Smith, Dutton" Kleiner (2000) in Schools lhat uam provides a fieldbook for Ihe

practioner working directly with the learning orpnization coacept in the:

educational setting. Sheppard and Brown (2000) on<:e again provide transparency

to concepts ofdte learning organization as they actually appeu in a school. There

is little doubt that there is a strong movement evolving uound the learning

organization concept in the educational field and that tltis research is very timely

as schools grapple with an ever increasing rate ofchange in the 21- century.
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CIIAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

The major research question of this study is as follows: To what degree are

the characteristics of the learning organization inherent in the leadership practices

in a school setting, and what do such practices look like? In response, this thesis

explores (a) the applicability of organizationalleaming theory to the understanding

of schools and (b) practical images oforganizationalleaming in school settings.

Sa.pIeSe".1

The school studied was a nuaI school and served six surrounding coastal

communities. The school had a student population of three hundred and forty

from the grade 7 to grade 12 levels with a teaching staff of 24. The current

principal was serving in his second yeu and during that time had become quite

involved in school improvement initiatives. These initiatives were supported
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extensively by the school board IS well IS by ongoing action research from the

university level.

DesignoflloeStody

A qualitative approach was used consisting of interviews, participant

observation. and document analysis. The study built on baseline data already

collected from seven s<:hools in one NewfoundllJld school dislrict (Brown It.

Sheppard, 1996). The identification of the school stuctied was done by unique

case selection (Lecompte It Preisslc. 1993) ofa high school in the Brown and

Sbcppanl study wltich displayed the most attributes of the learning <><plizalion.

The study then focussed on the degree to which the school reflected the

characteristics of. learning <><plizalion and as well provided. description of

them in an educational setting. On-site field work was conducted to substantiate

the findings. Scleclcd teachers, the principal, the vice-principal. and members of

the school improvement Icam were interviewed. The interview protocol used is

lite protocol developed by Sheppard and Brown (See Appendix 8). This interview

protocol was based on Licbennan's case study approach.
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0... Collectioo

Data coUec:tioo was dooc during a four-week period with total immersion in

the daily ICtivities of the school ranging from opening moming assemblies.

classroom team tcac.hing. corridor dUly, staffmedings and social functions as well

as school board insenices.

There was a total of 8 interviews conducted including the Principal and 7

teachers that were chosen through a process of random sampling. Interviews were

scheduled for a maximum of one hour. All interviews were audio-recorded with

the consent of the interviewee and transcribed at • later dale. Quotations taken for

inclusion in lite study are verbatim. All those q\lO{cd were given an opportunity to

review their own comments to ensure accuracy. Names and sources of qUOles are

removed to protect confidentiality.

The second method ofdata collection was through participant- observation

in both formal and informal settings. Teachers were asked to voluntarily allow

classroom visits. and as well. attendance was sought for staffmeetings and student

council meetings. Infonnally. observatioDs were made in the whole school

including the slaff'room, hallways.. library, computer room and the gymnasium.

Field notes were made and coded in relation to these observations.

The third method of data collection was document analysis. Documents
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included: S<:hool Board's mission statement; School's mission (vision) statement:

5cOOoI yearbooks; Media coverage oCthe school; Surveys or reports of the school

or conducted by the school; Principal's annual report (past 2 years); Fonns and

reports used by the school; School rules and policies, and a copy of the teacher

handbook. Other pertinent documents were added. Field notes were made and

coded in relation to this analysis.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was done by a constant comparative method using thr«

levels of codes (Hutchinson, 1988). Levell codes were substantive, describing the

action of the malerial, real and concrete oc::cunences. Level Ucodes were

categories, the condensing of the level I codes. Level mcodes were the

lheorericaJ constructs., conceptualized from aU three levels of codes. This use ofa

constant comparative method ofdata analysis allowed generation of theoretical

constructs through comparing incident with incident, incident with category and

category with category to establish the relevant panems in support of a theory.

This process also enhanced reliability and validity. It allowed me to

continually fonnulate. hypothesize, and discard what was not substantiated by

further data. and to look for contradictory or non-supportive data. Data was
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compared again and again to provide a check for validity. And finally. through the

multiple data collection methods of interviews, direct observation and documenl

analysis, my interpretations were continned thus increasing the wealth of

infonnation in support aCthe theory.

Finally, data analysis included incorporating aU information. from

interviews, field notes, and documents.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE FINDINGS

In verifying the degree to which the characteristics of the learning

organization are inherent in the leadership practices of this school setting. it is

essential to discuss each of the five disciplines that constitute the learning

organization. In addition 10 being acutely aware ofSenge's definition ofeach

discipline, there is a need to remember that the word "discipline" in this context

refers to commitment. focus and practice (O'Neil. 1995). The findings of each

discipline will integrate the three modes ofdata collection: interviews,

obsetVations and document analysis. In addition, findings are analyzed and

discussed using Senge's conceptual framework oforganizational architecture and

deep learning cycle, as well as leadership examined through Senge's descriptions

of leaders as designers, stewards and teachers. Finally the data is analyzed and

discussed using Dibbon's (2000) four stage framework and Elliott's (2000) district

interventions.
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The Discipline ofSystems lbi.king

Definition ofSystems Thinking: Systems thinking is the discipline of

focussing on seeing interrelationships and processes versus cause and effect chain

ofevents where there is a paradigm shift from seeing parts to seeing wholes.

Interviews

Twenty-nine interview responses from the eight interviews provided

evidence ofsystems thinking. These interviews revealed that the individual did

not just feel caught in a cause and effcct chain ofevents, but were acutely aware of

the interrelationships and processes that came to play, both directly and indirectly.

on the learning environment of the school. There were three areas in which this

was most obvious: Professional development, the learning environment and

outside influences.

In relation to professional development, the responses often revealed

systemic thinking, illustrated by this comment from the principal on how the

government policy and funding have facilitated change:

Well, the Human Resource Development proposals, you're right, have
facilitated change because one of the things it has allowed us to do. nwnber
one, is to purchase some materials, nwnber two, is help to pay for inservice.
The inservice we had the other day cost me about $900.00. We supplied the
coffee, the juice and the meal. Now you can say, well, how does that make
a difference to your inservice? You could have it in school. But you got to
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get away from Ih< buildiDg, because ifyou were here atlh< buildiDg, lhere
would be pboDe calls, teac:bc:rs running off. test. or running to make I

pbooe calls. When you go ....... a new bui1ding you _ from all that.
Yau get • fresh clean atmospIteR, you got. eaptive audience. So it has
allowed us, I think. to offer ... more professioaaJ workshops. When I say
professiooal. 1mean. get it away from the scbooI routiDe stuff. We go over
there and run that the same as ifthe Department of Education ran it. You
go in. you goc your coffee breaks, you got your pr-esenters and you get your
meals. Plus it has also allowed us to have money to send people to
institutes.

This quotation reveals the significance placed by the principal on the need

for having quality time and immersion into professional development so that

genuine learning raking place. This learning can then be utilized at the school

environment which will in tum have an effect on the 1eac:hingJ1eaming

environment at Ihe scboollevel. Another response that demonstrated systems

thinking in relation to professional development highliglued the importance of

timing:

lfyou'regoing to have an inseMcc. do ilon Monday, don't do ilon Friday.
Friday is. day otrthcn ... you got. bit ofworlc to do or wlwever. you
know, the paper work the test or whatever. that's done. And you go in
Monday morning. and you want to look at some new ideas. Teachers are
all ready to learn. We don't give them enough time or enough credit. 1don't
know who said it, Bertrum Russell I think it was, "I'm always willing 10
learn bUII'm nOI always ready 10 talk." Teachers are always willing 10
learn bUI you got 10 pick die right time.

In both of these cases the respondents make it clear thai they are seeing the

whole or bigger picture as it relates to the professional development.
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In focusiDg on Ibe learning environmc:nt, Ihost inttrViewed revnled

examples of systemS tbinkiDg. Changing teaching strategies and techniques have

broader implicalions than in the actual units or activities - there is a cbangt in and

on student achievement in the learning envirooment as well as student

achievement As one teacher stated:

I don't know but I think cooperative learning is only one technique but I
think once you start using it opens up the avenues for other things. 1think
that has made a big difference to how the curriculum is being taught and
how the instruction is being curled out and I would like to think it's
benefitting the students in terms of their studenlachievement.

Another teacher commented, ·so when we (Government. Department of

Education, School Board Personnel, Parent Teacher Associations...) come together

cooperatively, Ihcn it creates a lot of positive thinkiDg towards our studenlS and

thaI's spread onto our students." These teachers reveal their understanding of how

the larger pictw'e, the whole. can emerge through analysis of the parts. There is

also supporting evidence ofseeing the bigger picture in reference to a longer time

frame. New strategies and techniques are not seen as simpty isolated quick ftxes

or cause and effect events. There is demonstrated insight into the

interrelationships and processes of pedagogical change as they relate to time and

the effects one change has on the system. Another leacher explained:

One thing is that, in leoos oflbe schooL change likes time. II doesn't
happen over night. That's one thing that's importanllO say. And that
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anytime there's change, it's Dol always going to be smooth, okay? I mean.
when you change something in terms of the policy or the prO(:ess or
whatever. a lot of rimes performance in odter things take a dip. The whole
idea ofchange is to move to the next level. Whether that change is in
business and you move to more profits or that change is in education and
your goal is to a higher level ofsuccess and a higher level of achievtllu:nt.
But again, in the process between a point A to point B there's undoubtedly
going to be dips. So a lot ofwbat we're doing here in this school and done
over the last few years the long term effect won't be felt for a while. But
that's the thing with education. We have to do things with the idea ofbeing
evaluated regularly over time.

There was also evidence of systems thinking in the discussion centered on

influences outside the school. In making reference to government a teacher

connects school and the local economy:

So. I mean, you know the thing that's happening in Government has an
impact, it's the biggest one. The other thing, I think. having an impact
within the school is the econonUc climate of the province. A 101 of people
are moving away and I think thai in rural Newfoundland a lot of the ones
that tend to be moving away are your educated, well trained, people who
value work and value an education.

Another teacher elaborated on how even a threat ofjob security affects the

learning environment on a provinciaJ scale.

Any year, and Iassume I would assume this same t}ting in every staff room.
job security causes problems. Whenever you get into a negotiation year, I
mean, people worry about the fu1W'e. you're negotiating, I mean, no pay
increases and cuts and cuts and cuts and cuts and increased work load,
that's negative. The jobs, because ofdeclining enrollment and all the rest
of it, it's not a good atmosphere in the staff room. And things. such as a
premier saying "Who's going to run this province me or the teachers?" and
put the public right back on the backs of teachers, iI's not just the issue of
who's going 10 run but the damage that's done 10 the people. When
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someooc in power or viewed IS someooe that's respected makes a stattment

oeptive towards teae:bers in gmeral. thai c:uries over to what parents SlY in
the home and then 10 the kids who come into the schooL

Yet aooIber teacher referred to the whole first and explained bow it evolved

indirectly from policy~. in this instance. as it relates to cuts in teacher

allocation:

And it's. climate thing. As a maner of fact, in my view the climate thai'S

created is more detrimen.... (0 eduution than the actual cuts themselves.
So. the biggest obstacle like I say is the thing that's happening in education
that's beyond our conaol right now. But it does change the dimale and
atmosphere of the staff rooms. which in turn effect the atmosphere In the
classrooms.

In analyzing the interViewee responses, two teachers provided e:umples of

not engaging in systems thinking. In direct conlrast to some of the above

mentioned quotations. which reveal the positive domino effect that cooperative

learning strategy has bad on the teaching learning environment,. for these teachers

systems thinking is non-evidenL One teacher remarked:

Right, ifyou'rt having discipline problems. surviving from day to day is
your main aim. it'5 not un I usc new methods or can I whatever. I've
heard tell of teachers in this school chat lhinlc cooperative learning is
something to torment teachers to make their jobs more difficull

A second teacher demonstrated his lack of connectedness of the strategies

implemented 10 the overall desired outcome of life long learning. He stared:

The point thai I was making was, ifwe're going 10 be shipped into
computer workshops, then we're maybe getting away from cooperative
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learning. Now, even though we've bad .lbree-year program, the question
long term is bow much is going to last or will it just fade away? If the spot
tighl shifts 10 computers, then the spodighl ;S 011; you Icoow something .Is<.
Things are eenaU1Iy cluaging.

These two non-supportive comments on sysccms thinking confinn that some:

individuals stiD focus 00 strategy by sttategy or evt'Dt to event lOcI weigh each for

its individual worth. They perceive their learning cnvirooment as a summation of

pans, each with or without its own merit. They have not made the paradigm shift

from pans to wholes.

Obserntioas

In analyzing the field notes of the obscr'vations from ansite. it was

interesting to note that there was little non-suppoI1ive evidence of the systems

dUnking discipline. This was not surprising as those: who might vocalize

indifference in private. may not do the same in their regular work environment

amongst colleagues. Once again, there were varying degrees of support observed

in relation to the systems thinking discipline.

One of the most intriguing things I observed occurred during the first

morning of the fusld.y. As I wJ1ked up the stairs to the second floor aClhe hotel

where a two day inservice was to be held. alii could hear was the relatively loud

music of the Bealles. Expecting instead to hear the voices of staffmembers and
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the rattling of early morning coffee cups. I was wondering if I was in the right

place. However. inside the salon were energetic stafl'members. with their coffee

and donuts making last minute prtpaJations for the inservice. A little later when I

questioned the reasoning behind playing the music I was told it served several

purposes. This is where the connection was made to the systems thinking

discipline. I was told that the music was used to create the right atmosphere or

mood. to set a background that was familiar to all (Beath~s music for Baby

Boomers), and to signal at its Slopping a time for work to rcswnc. In relation to

systems thinking they saw the need to create an effective inservice environment

where the climate and atmosphere were refreshing and invigorating and distanced

from the physical school. They were looking to create a conducive learning

environment, the whole. and they utilized music as one of the contributing parts.

was told that the same technique for using music would be found at school. though

I wouldn't hear much Beatles music there. This. of course, was because things

were more student focused. Two days later, when at the school, 1was again

impressed. Student's music filled the hallways before classes. at recess and after

school. When it stopped, the students progressed with very little hesitation to

their respective classrooms. During gym periods the gym reverberated with

student selecled music.
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Another observation in relation to the systems thinking discipline pertains

to the significance aCthe administration oftbe school. 1observed on at least three

different occasions discussions that accredited the success aCthe school at present

day to actions ofa fonner principal. The significance here is that, as verified in

analysis of the interviews., at the time the principal was in the school much of what

he initialed and proposed was viewed with much scepticism and cynicism. There

wert even references 10 how the staffwanted 10 get rid ofhim. However. now

some years later and with a different principal. the same staff seems to have

experienced a paradigm shift from seeing the parts to the whole. They realized

that the fonner principal was trying to implement reform in the best interest of

enhancing the learning environment within the school. He is now given much

credit for the school being as successful as it now is, years after he is gone. It

reveals that an analysis of interrelationships in the work place is often difficult and

it may take years before the success of initiatives become visible. This is

characteristic of systems thinking and was verbalized by different staff.

In one staffioom conversation, a teacher said:

The previous principal really had a significant impact in relation to policies,
procedwes and expectations. This was the begiMing ofa major turnaround
for the school. Then when our present principal took over as principal. the
high expectations. organizations and initiatives continued.

Two other staff members in conversation reveal a similar sentiment in
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relation to the school being a great place to work by saying. "There have been

dramatic changes over the years which all contribute to a more positive work

environment. A lot of credit has to go to our former principal who got the office

organized and the school focused". On a separate occasion the fonner principal's

name came up:

A lot of the changes around here are the result of initiatives started by the
fonner principal about ten years ago: Initiatives in relation to
retention/dropouts and focus on academic perfonnance as well as a
cooperation that has developed among staffas a team in working to achieve
these initiatives.

A final observation that supponed systems thinking in action was the

approach that was taken to create a pleasant aunosphere at staff meetings. Every

efron was made to ensure staff was made comfortable after working for the day

and now preparing for a staff meeting. Music was again in the background and

there were coffee, tea, cakes and muffins for the staff. It was made evident that

teachers believed that a happy more content staffcorrelated to a more satisfying

and productive learning environment

Document An.lysis

The process of document analysis revealed significant evidence of systems

thinking. The school developed a proposal for external funding entitled "A
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Proposal for Funding Under the CanadalNewfoundlond Cooperation Agreement

on Human Resource Development. .. This proposal was for a training program for

teachers to develop teamwork, communicatioas and le.dership skills in studenlS.

The ratiooale section oftbis proposal illustrates several examples of systems

thinking IS it focuses on the interrelationships between kachers. students. school.

employability and life. It changes the focus from fragmented learning to a more

relevant and complete education. As is stated in dte rwioaale:

The world in which our present students will work and interact, will be
radically different from that ofour gn:ndparents., parents and ourselves. The:
workplace of Ihc: future will be characterized by coopeqtive teamwork,
interaction and communication. This view is supported by the Conference
Board ofCanada Employability Skills Profile which outlines Teamwork
Skills as one of the three major categories ofcritical skills required by the:
Canadian workforce for funae employability.We need the ability to handle
new kinds oftethnology. Many of us on staffdon't have the ability and
don't have knowledge. So. there's going to have to be change. We'll still
be focusing on cooperative learning but we're going to tlave to move efflo
one side a lin!e bit and take a bit oftime to deal with technology.

In relation to discussing professional matters with colleagues. there is

awareness of the imponance of it for school decision making but the common

concern was the lack of quality time allotted. One teacher stated:

We have some rime. the same thing as sharing or having opponunities 10

share. Yes. I think we do but we do it more or less on our own rime like
during recess rime or passing within between classes or after school, etc. I
don't feel that we have enough lime. I feel that there should be time a1loned
for teachers to get together and 10 share their expertise to share their
knowledge and professionalism.
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There is also evidence of the concept Of"creabve tension". Different staB'

reveal thai there is an emphasis placed on the students' connectedness to their

environment and their roles as active participants as the funue unfolds. As the

rationale also stated:

Teaching methods which assume homogeneity ofproficiencies and learning
styles within the classroom ue becoming increasingly inadequate and
inappropriate. Cooperative leuning methods, which assume heterogeneity
are bener designed to cope with the diverse needs of students. To become
leaders in their communities, students need to be exposed to experiences that
teach them the willingness to lead. the ability to motivate others to achieve
goals, to get decisions implemented. to exercise authority, to develop
credibility and to negotiate, represent, and mediate. Education must address
these behaviors and skills.

The Discipline of Personal Mastery

Definition of Personal Mastery: Personal mastery focuses on awareness of

the intemallocus of control of one's environment versus the extemallocus of

control. Generating the "creative tension" is the crux ofpersonal mastery. It

involves the awareness of where you art in relation to where you wanl to be and

what is required to get there.
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Interviews

In analyzing the responses there was a total ofnineteen responses from the

eight interviews that were in support of the personal mastery discipline. There was

cenainly evidence of che intemallocus ofcontrol being postured as staffenvisioned

a sense ofcontrol aCtbe teaching leaming environment they were working in.

Different respondents made it quite clear that they felt they wert a part of the

decision making process and thai solutions and directions for the school came from

within the school body. In reference to professional development one teacher

stated:

When it comes to the direction that we've taken for our inservice, that has
heen staff directed through questionnaires. So, in our inservice. we've I
guess, as a staff, charted the course. In other kinds ofdecisions as well it
generally speaking the staffhas input. Now, certain decisions staff has input
but ultimately the administration has to make the final decision but the
administration does seek input from staff before making any major decisions.

Also as new priorities or challenges emerge in their educational environment,

the staff demonstrated awareness of the need to personally address the challenge

versus waiting for iOme outside agency to come along with the answers. One

teacher makes reference to how changing school culture has been impacted greatly

by the cooperative learning strategy used in the school and goes on to suggest that

through life long learning the focus now has to stan leaning towards technology.
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We oc:ed the ability to handle new kinds oftecbnoJogy. Many ofus on staff
don't have the ability or the knowledge. So. there is going to have to be a
change. Well still be focusing on cooperative learning but we are going to
have to move off to one side a little bit and take a bit of time to deal with
technology

In relation to discussing professional matters with colleagues, there is an

awareness of the importance of it for school decision making, but the common

concern was the lack ofquality time allotted. On teacher stated:

We have some time, the same thing as sharing or baving oppornmities to
share. Yes, I think we do but. we do it more or less on our own rime like
during recess time or passing between classes or after school, etc. I don't
feel we have enough time. I feel that there should be time allotted for
teachers to get together and to share their expertise. to share their knowledge
and professionalism.

lbere is also evidence of the concept of "creative tension". Different staff

reveal that they are on ajowney of life long learning, reaching for new goals and

are not complacent in their job. There is an air oC"we know where we are heading"

but also "we have a way to go and challenges have to be met". One leacher

I think the onus is on us now to implement some of these things that we've
been practicing over the pasl couple of years or three or four years since we
took that initiative. And now, I think people want some help with regards to
technology. Take a new focus for how can we adapt 10 Ibis change.

Anolher teacher said, "I guess, coming to Ibe realization that socidy is

changing and you have to change as well. You have to change your focus on how
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you're going to prcsent your material, bow the material is going to be covered".

The admiJtistratioo is at the helm of educational change and explicitly reveals the

significance of creative tensioD. One administrator expressed his concern ofhaving

all staff striving for betterment and trying new 1hiDgs, while being fully aware that

many are not as receptive to change. This administrator knows where he wants the

staff to advance 10 but incurs some resistance in moving from where they currently

arc. He statted,. "How am I going to get them three or four'! What am I going to do

fOT them? They've seen all this and, you know, they've only gOI two or three years

left".

Remarkably, analysis of the interviewees' responses also revealed sixteen

cases that were not in support of the personal mastery discipline. There was

evidence in support of the external locus ofcontrol theory as well as a sense of

learned helplessness.

For example. some staffseen themselves as detached from the change

process in the school in which they work. As one teacher staled:

Anything we've changed here in the past few years has been in bying to
keep up with Provincial changes with regards to courses and semesterization,
the six day change to a fourteen day schedule now. The time tabling and
everything is all, as fu as I know, keeping up with the rest of the school
board and the province in a lot of these things. Technology, I mean in the
last five or less than ten years in computers and things, ue a lot of time and
effort gone into that and that's the province I would think and the school
board.
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Still others see the responsibility of school change as in the hands of the

school principals and again separate from themselves. One teacher said. "I guess

principals kind of tend to not want their schools to be at the bottom of tile barrel.

They want to be as good as the next fellow so, keeping up with the Jones is maybe

a positive thing in this case." A different teacher revealed the same sentiment. He

too saw the roles of those individuals working in school as quite separate with no

personal control in administrative matters. He said, "l don't like taking leadership

jobs when l'm not getting paid to lead. But I'm getting paid to teach and I like

teaching first and I don 'I like crossing the line" Still others felt that change in their

environment is out of their control and only in the hands of those at the top. They

feel they have little control when there are choices to be made. One teacher said.

"It's headed from the top and the idea that we have to change and head in certain

directions results from when you see principals go off 10 principal meetings.

Seems like when there's choices to be made, they give them to you".

Some staff' feels that if there is not someone out there in control with the

answers then all progress made in the school 10 dale may be lost There is almost a

feeling of helplessness conveyed in these comments from a teacher:

My only hope is thai now with the new changes in whal's happening al the
department and whal's happening with the districts, thai with the bigger
district, the school might be left entirely on it's own, and thaI's when things
stan going back to the way they were.
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There: certainly isn't the sense of school ownership and staff internal control

conveyed here.

For some the leamed helplessness is revealed even at the classroom level.

Not only do they feel that they have little: or no control over the school climate. they

reveal a similar sentiment at the classroom level as it pertains to student

achievement. One teacher said:

Finishing school is not always like: a natw'al outcome for them and we
found over the years, I mean. our sruden.ts arc: as good as any with regard to
sports teams and traveling and being mature even at a younger age, but when
you say. "Okay. we're baving a normal class, so open your book, pay
attention or follow mc", then you have more difficulty then perhaps you
would expect to have in some other schools. Ah that's the students. the area.

Observations

Analysis of observations also revealed support for the personal mastery

discipline. There is defmitely evidence that some staff felt that they were in conttol

of their working environment. They knew where they wefe in relation 10 the school

improvement and where they wanted to be as a staff and a school. Perhaps one of

the most prolific examples of the personal mastery discipline occurred at the end of

the two day inservice. Towards the end of the inservice, time was allotted for

reflection. not specifically of the two-day inservice, but on a much broader scale of

school and its quest for ongoing learning. Significant questions were posed by staff
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such as, "Where are we now, what's next?" .. Is the straIc:gy of cooperative learning

institutionalized at OW' school'" This also clearly demonstrated the direc:tion from

which the inservices were formulated. from the bottom up. Responses were in

support ofboth personal and school growth and included, "Let's structure the social

skiDs on a continuWD for grades 7,8 and 9." "Let's work more on evaluation

tetbniques." "All this effort demands accowttability. let's sbare lesson plans." "We

n«d more in school time for team building and peer coaching." All concerns aired

pertained to the importance of ongoing learning and reaching for what they believed

was attainable for themselves and their school.

Document Analysis

In analysing the documents there were four significant examples that clearly

demonstrated the personal mastery discipline. The first was contained in the

Teacher Handbook. In particular. the section on committee structure illustrated the

intemallocus of control with an overall sense of direction as to where the

committee was to enhance the school as a learning environment. There was a total

of fifteen (IS) committees as follows: (I) Appeal Committee: (2) Nutririon

Committee; (3) Student Evaluation Committee: (4) Social Committee; (5) School

financial Committee: (6) Athleric Committee; (7) Public Relarions; (8) Awards;
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(9)Libmy Committee; (IO)EducaIi... Wed< COIDDIittce; (1I)Chap1aincy

Ccmmitte<; (12) Winter Camivol Ccmmitte<; (11) Sdlool Growtb Committe<;

(14) DiscipIiDeCommitte<; (IS) Emcrgcacy Plan Devdopmettl Ccmmitte<. (P, 12)

Each of these committees bad its terms of~ferenceand composition of members

listed with a focus on improving the scbool environment This cleuiy revealed a

sense of control, ownership and direction versus waiting for dir«:tions or guidance

from outside agencies.

Another example of personal mastel)' comes from the document. "History of

Cooperative Leaming Initiatives". It stales that in Detember of 1994 there was a

discussion in relation to a Stages ofConcerns questionnaire. II specifically stales

that, "A Stages ofConcern" questionnaire was administered to the staff. The

purpose of the questionnaire was to identify staff conccms related to the

implementation ofcooperative learning and to plan future workshops based on

these conccms". The (act that the staff set their own agenda and direction foc f"utln

workshops in an attempt to move IOwuds their own school's goals reveals the self

conb'ol aspect of personal mastery as wen as generating the creative tension to

anain long tmn goals.

Analysis of the document, /994 QualiIy ofSchool Life Results for Grade

Seven Students Compared wUh District/Province Results also demonstrated



elements ofpc:rsonallDlSlCly from a stUdeDt perspective. In the calCgories of

SlUdeot Satisfoctioo MId 0pp0rttmi1y '0 Learn, the ........ scor..t biper _ the

district and proviDce in 86% of the subcategory questions. In the category of

SlUdeots' Pen:ep<ioo ofTheir Own Swus Within the Sdloo~ the slUdeots scor..t

higher than both the district and the province in 6"/. of the subcategory questions.

The responses to the questions revealed self esteem, confidenu and a sense of

control in their learning environment.

A final piece ofevidence from document analysis in support of the personal

mastery discipline comes from the ·Leadership and Organizational Learning (Fonn

I) School Districc· document summary. In this summary. the most salient strengdts

(Over 95% ruponding in the agree category), were referenced and included Support

for Personal Growth [Persoaal Mastery] (96%). This clear:ly demonstrates the:

prevalence of the personal mastery discipline in refermu to the: complete staff

The Discipline of Mental Models

Definition ofmental models: In the discipline ofmental models there is a

paradigm shift in how the world works and an openness and viewing of the world

through a broader lens. Here one will bring to the surface, evaluate and improve
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their cooception ofbow tbe world works.

Interviews

In analyzing interviewee responses there was a local of rweDty-three

responses that were in support of the mental models discipline. Evidence in support

of emerging mental models was concentrated 00 the four main areas of personal

professional development, teaching. global education and managing change. After

an insightful professional development swnmer institute, one teacher was overly

enthusiastic in expressing how he now sees the purpose of professional

development:

It's a new toy for me. II's ID()("e active I think the idea of teaching in a
more active way_ I go right back and it always surprises me to say how little
I knew about tCKNng when I came out aCme Wlivenity. So even though
I've been at this now 24 years and ('m heading towards retirement. I still
certainly have. Jot to lcam about teaching, you mow.

Another teacher related his new view on professional development and how

he has concerns on accountability and how it relates to professional development

I really don't think there's enougb accountability for teachers being put
on the spot You know I can never understand how the government or
school boards can put all this money into workshops and everything and
teachers can walk oul the door and ignore it. That goes against my nature.
There's something to be said for it but it's almost too comfortable for me.
I'm into a little more pressure now.

An administrator also related how his staff has become more open and
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accepting of change and that part oftbeir staffmeetings have been devoted to

paradigm shifts. After one session in particular be was pleased with the follow up

discussions and says that the session was a real eye opener for many. He related to

a video that was part aCthe session:

It's called, "Paradigms ofChange'" and you got to make the complete
paradigm shift. So I went to the staffmeeting and 1showed probably 25
minutes or so and I said to them, I want to think about some changes and
here's what they art. Just seeing this makes them realize that you have to
take your blinkers off because ifyou do the stuff'you're doing for twenty
years, you don't sec anything out here. Okay, let's do it completely
different.

The second area ofemerging mental models was related to teaching. Many

respondents made references to how they viewed themselves and how they taught in

a completely new light. They see what might have been accepted and the nonn in

the past was no longer their view on what teaching ought to be. One teacher had

the following comment to make on seats in straight rows and their proper places in

the classroom.

And I don't know if that's a change in students or a change in society but
you know sit and be quiet is a difficult task. I mean with grouping whether
you're doing a long tenn or a short term there's more student involvement. I
mean it's not okay anymore for students to come sit in their seat, which
some parents tell students to do. which doesn't work and is not acceptable.
Ifyou ask someone to sit and not speak, you're trying to change them. In the
old days that was the best you could be.

Another teacher relates real insight on how changing teaching strategies not
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only affects student outcome, but discipline and the whole school climate as well:

Teachers get along good together and since teachers get along, the students
get along as well because we've done cooperative workshops with the
students. with the teachers, we've done team building with everybody. So it
appears to be somewbat diffCTCDt than it was a few years back. Now it
appears to be the attitude of ODC large happy family.

Other teachers see their daily responsibility in the classroom in a completely

new light. He said. "Rather than being a dispenser of information. you're more ofa

facilitator. You will clear up any problems that a group may be: having but they're

finding infonnation for themselves so that makes a big change".

One teacher describes his becoming aware ofms paradigm shift as a real

awakening. He said, "And it's because I've sortofsteppcd out of my body. I had

another body experience. No, you know, I just try to see what I'm doing. Are you

teaching or are you not? And ifyou're not reaching, then analyze yourself and do

something so that you are teaching" There lends to be a new view on teaching that

has morc emphasis on active verses passive leaming. Another teacher said, "We gel

away from this chalk and talk, get kids involved, get kids moving, gel kids hands

on". Yet another stated in reference to the school, "Ahh, I think there's been a

general acceptance that maybe the old chalk and talk way for 100%, of the rime is

not acceptable"

There is also evidence that the paradigm shift for some has evolved well
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beyond the classrooms and the school building itself Some relate to seeing their

responsibility of teaching in a new broader context. They are viewing their world

through a much broader lens when it comes to their sense ofduty to their student.

Their student's education DOW goes much farther than their school, employment in

their community or even province. lbis illustrates how disciplines overlap, as there

is evidence of systems thinking as well as challenging mental models. The third

area ofa paradigm shift reveals the importance ofglobal education:

And what we're saying now is that one time our kids had to be good in
Newfoundland but right now we got with the globalization we got global
markets and global economy and our Newfoundland kids haven '. got to
compete with the best of Newfoundland and Canada they compete with the
best in the world.

A fourth area ofa paradigm shift that was revealed through the interview

process was related to managing change. People can either be a product or a

participant in the change process, but in this school there tended to be a conscious

shift towards the latter. Producing life long learners not only as students bUI as

teachers was a concept often discussed. One teacher related, "I think in the staff

there's a whole realized change and understanding the change process. Change is

ongoing and it's going to be there all the time. I guess the idea of lifelong learning

we're into the age of lifelong learning now" Another comment in suppon of the

new paradigm shift says., "The idea is to look for lifelong learners. Even as teachers
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we're stillieaming and that's the future. No matter what we do now, things are

cbanging so fast we just got to learn bow to learn or adapt to situations" There

seems to be a great deal ofsupport in bringing to surface, evaluating and improving

one's conception of bow the world now works and baving the ability to incorporate

it mlo everyday life experiences. As one respondent pointedly remarked, "My

philosophy is that ifyou got twenty yeus experience or you got one year

experience twenty times over. That's a big difference",

However, in analyzing interviewee responses there was a total of two

responses that were not in support oCthe mental model discipline. They were more

inclined to avoid change ifpossible and viewed it as a disruption to their routine.

They knew what worked for them and were reluctant to viewing newer options.

One teacher stateed. "A lot of times it's just the idea that change itself is difficult to

understand. A lot ofpeople when they get into their routine and do cenain things

and it works, say why change itT

ObHrvations

Once again in analyzing the observations there was VeT)' much supporting

evidence for the mental models discipline. Evidence of viewing their work

environment and the world through a broader lens came to surface several rimes.
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The most significant example was one that revealed a paradigm shift in seeing how

the world works. All too often. especially in education., there is a search for the

right solution or recipe: out there that will address the shortcoming within the school

system. There are often bandwagon solutions that come along, are tried but with

little or no success. At this school the staffbas come to the realization that the real

answers are within the school environment After an overview of the initiatives that

were taken over the past three years in relation to school improvement it was seen

that the format was school directed and team driven. There were rarely guest

speakers and issues, problems and concerns were dealt with from within. At

inseJVices there were usually coordinators from the board office who served as

facilitators who kept the agenda scheduled and focused. Similarly, at staff meetings

it was evident thac the staff felt in control ofany school scheduling or agenda. One

conunenl at a staff meeting revealed that there was no suggestion (0 ask the

administration in relation to making a controversial change for a parent reacher day.

He says, "We should have a good look althe scheduling. and ifit needs to be

changed then "we" should change it".

Another example of a paradigm shift on how the world works and in relation

to the mental model discipline surfaced in a staff room discussion on the paSI

government culbacks. Though the teachers felt a good sense ofcontrol within Iltelr
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work cnvironmcDl there was a comment 011 bow much COIlIJOI the churtbes used to

have in the educarionaJ process in the province. CommeDts showed concc:m thai

still not enough fat was bcUlg c:ul ., IDe top and dJat former lleDomiJwiooal

Educational Council members were being excessively overpaid,~ than

$ 100,000.00. More aDention was thought to be required It the student level.

There is also evidence of viewing the world through a broader lens in

n':larion to what is deemed appropriate as student leisure time activity. What many

would consider as detrimental 10 student learning and only permissible in

designated locations in • community is viewed IS positivt in this school. In the

student cafeteria and for their use during dinner time are two pinball macruncs. The:

purposes are diversified and include student reward, elimination of idle time and

most significantly to enhance the belief of student owncntUp ofthc: school.

Document Aaalysis

In analyzing tile document History o/Cooperative Leaming Initiatives the

section entitled "Where We're Headed" sununarizes a school paradigm shift in

progress. It stateed:

Many of our students leave school without the teamwork and personal
management skills required to make a successful transition into the
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workforce. This transition DOW requires our stUdcats to be able: to thiDIc and
compete: 00. global scale. Coopentiw: leamiDg can be used as a vehicle (0

develop 1hese penoool_ ODd teomwort skill. ODd"'- them
mto regular classroom activities. For practical purposes students must
lIllIke 1he IiDI< between _ ..pmotlI!_ 0Dd ....._

skills developed rbrougb classroom ICtivities aDd used in the real world of
wort.

In analysis oftbe document, A proposal For Funding Unde, The Canada

Newfoundland Coope1'Qlion Agreement On Human Resourse Development there is

also evidence of openness and viewing the world through. broader lens. There is a

clear recognition that major change takes time. There is no seeking a quick fix from

outside. This is evidenced by the proposed Time Line for Implementation which

includes sixteen dated professiOIlaI development activities mexcess of a three year

span to instill cooperative learning in the school.

However. thert: is also some evidence: from the document analysis which is

not in support of the mental model discipline. One casc: in particular is in reference

to the schools retention nile. Graphs from the guidance counselor clearly indicate

that more students are staying in the school longer and it is staff consensus that

initiatives under their school improvement program an: correlated 10 these changes.

However. there is no evidence to suggest that these retention figures are any higher

than elsewhere in the province. Indeed. under the ongoing downturn in the

provincial economy and the fishery in particular, il only SWlds 10 reason that more
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students wouJd stay in schoollongcr for two main tcaSODS: Firstly. to ensure a

higher education as to be more competilive in the job market and secondly because

of the down tum in the economy there are fewer unskilled jobs available for the

students of the province.

Another eumple from the document analysis which does not support the

mental model discipline relates to the attendance records. Different staff members

when relating school improvements mentioned that attendance percentages were

improving and were influenced by the school improvement program. However.

upon analysis oCthe yearly attendance records there was virtually no change in the

yearly attendance percentages. This information demonstrated that the staff had a

perception of increased student attendance based on the overaJl success of their

school improvemenl When given the statistical data on attendance. there was still

no change in position on the increased student attendance perception. This is not in

support of the openness and broader lens approach characteristic of the mental

model discipline.

The Discipline ofShaml VisiGn

Definition of Shared Vision: The discipline ofshued vision is a force of

commitment that a person has that comes from the synergy of systems thinking,
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personal mastery, and mental models. It provides the focus ofleaming as weU as

refle<:u a personal vision that is cballeoging but attainable in developing a future

image of the school.

Int~rviews

In analyzing intcMewee responses there was a total of twenty-foUT responses

from the eight interviews that were in support of the shared vision discipline. There

were several responses that revealed a genuine commibnent to a shared vision for

the school versus staffmembers worlring in isolation. One teacher said, "Just from

some of the research and readings I did while I was a coordinator talking about

stuck schools and isolated in your little cubicle classrooms. I don '. think that would

apply to this school anymore". Another teacher elaborated on how the shared vision

is something special and significant in the school:

Probably the special aspect of it is that we've tried to keep our people
focused and keep going in that particular direction. Special staffbecause the
staff has been receptive to this idea ofchange so the staff would have to be
considered when you look at special. The staffand administralion and, J
guess, the board personnel as well having, I guess, the vision ofus being
traveling through a particular sequence over a period of time. So the
visionary aspect of it, I guess, from the school growth committee's point of
view and seeing ahead of what we're going to do.

Another teacher made reference (0 the strength of the shared vision. He

comments that when he needs motivation he can draw from the comminnent of
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the other staff:

Yes, we're preparing for the public, right. We don't have enough time to
do it boy, not going to know I got to teach for a public and I'm Dot going to
have time to do it. That's fine for you guys injtmior high grade VII. VITI
and IX no sweat right you're not under the gun like we 1ft. And to see some
of the lead teachers in high school by some of these practices. In industrial
arts that's a major feat in itself to try something like coop learning. But I
mean just to see that taking place and to know that it's taking place and it
encourages me then to continue.

One odler respondent makes the comment of the importance of the shared

vision being a whole community concept and goes on to state the importance ofall

involved being visible and doing their put. He comments on the public perception

of the principal by saying. ~An example was last Saturday when the principal was

down here helping to make the turkey dinners and then help delivering them.

Parents, teachers and the community saw that and that's important",

There was also evidence of the concept of ownership as it pertained to the

shared vision. One administrator made reference to the devotion and sense of

ownership that has developed in the community towards the school:

We have, in tenns of parents, we have I would say for a senior high school
one of the best PTA's on the island. Our executive is 23 members. We got
the DOnnai positions like president but there's 3 community reps from each
community that sits on that committee. Like we put out 500 turkey dinners
Saturday morning as a fund raiser. They're raising money for the new
computer lab, right. Eleven o'clock they were all done and gone. When I
came over here eight thirty and picked up one of the ladies on the Parent
Teacher Association, there were two cars in the parking lot when I got here
eight thirty, Saturday morning. All the dinners were done, delivered and the
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kitchen and everything was washed up and gone by twelve o'clock.

Another responden. evaluates the success ofa shared vision approach to the

sense ofpride that he bas developed for bis school. He said:

Like I find that I've often said to myself, would I bring one of my friends
inla this school and introduce him. I think we were in a stale ofchaos at one
point but now I think wc're in a state of flux and I think a good flux or a
good change. But I think there was one point where there was no way. So
you know, that to me is a meter that I usc. I am proud afmy school.

The results of the effort towards a sbared vision is also becoming recognized

by outside agencies according to one teacher who said:

('ve had contact with many social services, kids that are in foster care.
child welfare, social assistance and on and on and the comment. now
whether tbey'rejusl saying that to me on the phone or in an interview, but
their comment generally is that this school is known in the Department of
Social Services as a caring environment where the staffwill go out of their
way to help the less fortunate kid. And that the students are accepting of
kids who are different

Another teacher makes the parallel between his own personal vision and the

shared vision of the school as it pertains to studenls developing core skills. He says,

~My vision is that they are able 10 leave here in Grade XII, walk out in any job or

any industJy and they got the three: core skills that they need, the academic, the self

management. and their team work skiJJs~.

In analyzing inlerviewee responses there was a total of six non-supporting

responses in relation 10 the shared vision discipline. There was an obvious lack of
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commitment to the shared vision by more than one staffmember. One respondent

bad the fenewing to say about the role of committees and shared vision., "Like I'm

on a committee but I find again teacbers and eve!! myselfI'm not overly committed

to the committee".. Yet another respondent reveals lack of commitment to the

shared vision when asked wbat they are now ttying to do for the student in relation

to the mission StaiemeDl. His reply was, "Yes. posted in the staff room. Something

like the mission statement is probably something like you would come in and you

would do a course in philosophy. It's in one ear and out the other ear".

Another uea of non-support for the shared vision discipline was for some

staff realizing the connectedness or relevance ofhaving a shared vision. One

respondent stated, "It is certainly distant for mc, I mean.. then: is a teacher liaison

but they're having a turkey dinner and this and that but what does all that have to

do with the teaching aspect". Another colleague issues a similar sentiment when

asked about business partners or school councils in relation to the shared vision by

saying, "Not to my knowledge. When you say school councils someone like the

only PTA. Parent teacher and that's mostly only a fundraiser".

In relation to the shared vision of the school, one of the guiding principles

and practices was to instill in the students the importance of self-motivated life long

learning. Again there was evidence thac this philosophy was not shared by
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everyone as one respondeDt said. ~wben it getS to the main objectives. it's b"lin the

students the best you can and try to prepare them the: best you can to the best of

tbeirability",

Observatioas

Analysis ofobservations also revealed supporting evidence for the shared

vision discipline. The staff indeed bad a force ofcommibnent that was context

specific, based on their strengths. weaknesses and needs that provided the focus of

learning for the school. When school vision was mentioned by someone on staff.

more often than nor, reference was also made to the employability skiDs for

Canada. Indeed much of what the inscnices and staff meetings focussed on was

the development of the following three skills; Academic, Personal Management,

and Teamwork. Prnently much of the: emphasis was on coopcntivt learning as a

vehicle towards the vision of achieving these skills and life long learning.

As well at the end of. two day inservice there was more supporting

evidence of the shared vision discipline. In the wrap-.up of the inservicc a

committee was struck to take on the task ofdeveloping the appropriate social skills

for grades 7, 8. and 9. There was an obvious synergy. The discipline of systems

thinking, personal mastery and mental models were evident. There was debate and
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focus DO the wbea •wbtte aDd bow lite social ikills would be ~loped_ There was

a discussion ofaDd what was realistically attainab&c:. This is • classic example of

whit Scoge Rfers to as the ..cnative tcDSioD" DeCeSSa)' for orpni.zIIions to learn.

It was evident that all involved envisioned the same destination within the learning

environment coatexL

The shared vision discipline also emerged from mother context. One

Monday morning the atmosphere in the staffroom was sombre. not its usual vibrant

energetic self. The reason was that another staffmember had just gal notification

of a job loss because of the ongoing government cutbacks. It was obvious that the

whole staffwas very concerned. Firstly, they were saddened about the loss ofa

{eUow colleague, but also they worried about the implications for loss ofprograms.

extra worldoads and the diminishing quality ofeducation that the school could

offer. The contrast between the mood described in the wrap-up of the inserv:ice and

the example above was startling. The momentum wttich had been created by the

inservice led teachers to bel~ve in the new initiative. They were developing a

shared vision for future growth. The staff layoff, however. briefly curtailed the:

sense of optimism and professional growth.
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Dof:ummt Analysis

Docwnent analysis in relation to the shared vision discipline also revealed

supporting evidence. From the Teacher Handbook in the "'Identification of Needs"

section it stales, nn.e purpose of these meetings is to look at the programming

needs ofeach student that will be enroUed next year. Needs will be broken down

into three categories - Academic, Guidance and Other". These three categories

were further subdivided to ensure a comprehensive program with a focus on

learning for each child. This staff comminnent, based on personal visions, was

context specific based on the strengths. weaknesses and needs of each student

within the school.

In analysis of the Code of Conduct document for the school there is also

support for the shued vision discipline as it pertains to the parallel between the in-

school1eaming and life in the community. It is a reflection oCtile in school vision

which is challenging but attainable. It staled:

The general discipline aCthe school will be based on the following rules.
The aim of these rules is 10 ensure, for all students, the most favourable
conditions conducive to learning. Hopefully, these rules will prepare all
students for social co-operarion and restraints that are met in life outside of
the school.
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TIle Discipline ofTeaJII Laming

Definition ofTeam Learning: The discipline of team learning builds on

shared vision and personal mastery and mental models. Its critical dimensions

include utilizing synergy. operational trust and the mastering ofdialogue and

discussion to strengthen the learning capacity of the school.

Interviews

In analyzing interviewee responses there was a total of twenty eight

responses from the eight interviews that were in support of the team learning

discipline. Many saw the team learning discipline as very positive and contributing

greatly to the school climate. One respondent said. "But when you gel two days

with all of the teachers on the same staff together team building and doing

cooperative learning exercises, that's what has caused changes here in this school"

Another In support oftearn building and developing a positive S(:hooJ climate

remarked:

We do a lot oftearn building and that's a very important aspect in our
school and 1think if a person visits our school, they will see this. We do
team building with our students within the classrooms and we do it with our
teachers via workshops and whatever. Believe me it brings everybody
together knowing each other that much better through team building.

One respondent refers to the synergy that develops from the team learning.
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He said:

What, I guess, we are doing is when we do leam building. we get to know
each other In a different way, we get to know the positives ofour person and
the negatives and we're DOt guessing and we're not asswning about that
person. We find out all kinds orinfonnalion and that brings us together as a
team or as pairs whereby ultimate learning takes place.

There is also reference made to the specific advantages of team learning as it

penains to classroom instruction:

I know myself and the special education teacher are teaching Grade VII
English so obviously when she staned she kind of followed me for a while
but at least now we can kind ofwork in tandem. She's done things maybe I
picked up from her and vice versa so I fOWld that's helped as opposed to two
or three years ago when sbe was all special services and not teaching any
regular courses".

There is also evidence of the staff walking the walk when it comes to team

learning, Not only is it espoused at a classroom level but it is evidenced as a

problem solving tool. One teacher commented:

Last September we lost the services of our library cleric or we lost the
funding from the school board and at our very fIrSt staffmeeting that was
what we did as a group we tackled the problem of how we are going to deal
with this. We don't have a clerk here anymore. So what are we going to do?
So, we brain stonned the idea within smaller groups and then came up with
some things that we would do. One of the things was developing a prefix
system which did take place. In another instance, we used teachers who
have more than the average number ofpreparation periods they had an extra
period or two over other people, then they were given library duty. So, we
fixed that as a group.

Another example of leam learning in action demonstrates how it is utilized
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as a proactive approach to preventing problems and enhancing the student's leaming

environment. A teacher related:

WeU, we do that all the time if something is viewed as a major problem
because not to put anybody on die spot sort of thing as a group. but. I mean.
this year for example and we knew this &om our meetings last year with the
grade VI teachers, our feeder schools that the kids coming into grade VII in
September past were a weak group and a group that needed a lot of work on
discipline. And we've had at least two meetings this year ifnot three, to
discuss the three grade VU classrooms to brainstonn and throw out ideas of
the things that we can or can't do to try to bring them along so that they can
achieve more than they have.

Another comment in relation to the same process emphasized the importance

of getting together to solve problems:

I think the grade VII's have improved tremendously and pan orit is because
of getting together and finding out there was teamwork involved. How do
we deal with it? And one teacher may be not having the same problems so
we looked at why it's not a problem here. is it something or is it something
you're doing in your teaching?

In analyzing interviewee responses there was also a 10tal of seven responses

thai were non-supportive of the team building discipline. One response revealed a

real indifference to the team approach of team building:

The fonner principal who was our last principal started looking around for
maybe professional answers to the problems. Maybe some teachers went
kind of off their heads or call it extravagant I mean he was looking for
sensible answers to real problems. you know what I mean? Teachers almOSt
wanted to go get rid ofhim, then the problem would be solved. He was
looking at other answers.

Another respondent. in response to whether there was a team approach in
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their school replied, "Team. No,like I say I think we did more or less have a, I

don't know, an unofficial group ofpeopJe that were doing more group work than

othcrs~.

Others attribute the lack of time available for team building as a reason that

team learning is not as prevalent as it should be. One respondent stated:

That's what I've been looking for is time to sit down, I asked about it at the
meeting the other day. thaI's been kind aCthe bang up for me. I've even
told the school board office people one time [ mean there's certain things
you have to do as a teacher, you have to test, you have to teach. you have to
discipline. and the one thing that I think teachers will
cut back on. and I certainly will, is planning.

Another comment also stressed the lack of time for team:

No there's not enough time. No, I mean, you have so many prep periods
but I mean you don't have the time to do the job that's needed. You know,
and actually I honestly believe it's something that's worth finding the rime.
t really do and in trying to answer your question, the time is a major factor
with sharing of ideas and professionally.

Observation"

The analysis ofobservations revealed significant support for the team

learning discipline. There was a lot ofemphasis placed on team learning during

inservices, staffmeetings and general problem solving at the stafl'room level. In

one inservice there was a session on commonly asked questions in relation to

teamwork. There were also team building exercises practised by the staff members
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with a focus on trust teamwork and appreciation. Not only did the staffpractice

tcam building and learning they also had a system offoW" steps to evaluate the

teamwork effectiveness which included: (1) giving and receiving feedback. (2)

analyzing and reflecting, (3) setting goals for improving the quality oCthe group's

work, (4) and celebrating hard work and succ:css.

Much of what the staffknew and practised in relation to team learning came

from research and inservices over the past three years. What was significant to

observe was that by their learning and seeing the benefits from this skill they were

quite effective in promoting it to their students through the cooperative learning

approach used in classrooms. As they were learning and becoming enthusiastic

about it. it was also being instilled in the students through the leaming strategies

applied in the classroom.

Document AllIIlysis

On the first page aCthe Teacher Handbook is the Statement of Purpose

(adopted Feb. 17, 1989). It is the umbrella under which the entire school operates.

It builds on the shared vision and the personal mastery ofall staffas it relates to

their professional development. It stated:

School personnel. in conjW1ction with parents and the community. will
work as a team to ensure an environment is provided which will encourage
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all students to develop their fullest potential, both as individuals and
contributing members of society.

Although team learning cannot be mandated, the board bas made it clcar that

teamwork is expected in all partS of the system. This is certainly reflective of the

team learning discipline. It specifies a leam approach which involves not just

teachers and school personnel, but also students., parents and commtmity members.

Senge's Conceptual Framework

The intent of this study was to examine the concept of the learning

organization in a school setting and to determine the degree to which characteristics

of the learning organization were present. The in-depth data analysis of interviews.

observations and documents as they pertain to each oCthe five disciplines inherent

in the learning organization have revealed substantial support in favour of the

characteristics of the learning organization being visible in the school. However.

having characteristics ofa learning organization is substantially different from

being a learning organization. The extent to which the school is actually a learning

organization can be revealed by parallelling the data analysis of the study to

Senge's (1994) Conceptual Fnmework. This conceptual framework provides an

image that is both more complex and more richly textured than can be seen from
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the five disciplines alone.

The Orpaizational Architecture

Senge's conceptual framework consists of the organizational architecture,

and the deep leaming cycle. The organizational architecture has the three

components ofguiding ideas, theory methods and tools. and innovations in

infrastructure. This is where tangible change is represented. The deep learning

cycle has the components of awareness and sensibilities, skills and capabilities., and

attitudes and beliefs. This is where the subtle changes are represented (Senge.

1994) or the importance ofseeing the whole rather thanjusl parts.

Within organizational architectwe the first component is on guiding ideas

where there should be evidence that teachers are concerned with the primacy of the

whole (Senge. 1994). lndeed there is evidence of this as we have seen from the

data analysis where many of the teachers see themselves as significant participants

in the change process within the school. There was also evidence of the generative

power of language as teachers guided and influenced the direction of future

workshops. This was done in the context of dialogue and discussion in

parmerships with other school and school board authorities with the focus of

providing an ongoing learning environment in the school.
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The second component of the organizational uchitecture involves Theories,

Methods and Tools. This is the implementation component where teachers engage

in reflective practices as weU as dialogue exercises in building personal and shared

visions. Though there was some non·suppottive evidence of personal mastery in

the analysis, most teachers were aware of the importance ofmore time for

reflection, both as individuals and as a leam. They were aware of how taking time

to evaluate where they were in relation to where they wanted to be was essential.

This has to be and was in conjunction with an atmosphere of safety for one to

speak freely and openly. This enabled them 10 shlU'ptn their focus and re-energize.

Here teachers were seen building on their personal vision and clarifying shared

visions.

The third component of the organizational architecture involves the

lnnovations in lnfrasbllcture. Here it is important !.ltat the teachers have the

resources available to build the learning organization concept. In this study there

was certainly evidence of supporting resources although there were stumbling

blocks. There was funding from Hwnan Resource Development proposals to

support teacher inservices on a new teaching strategy, cooperative learning, a

cornerstone in educational change for the school. There were support personnel at

the university, school board and school level to help bring about the desired change
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in the school learning environment. However. the common concern among teachers

was a lack ofdesignated time to engage in dialogue and discussion in order to

practice their new skills. It was quite evident at the spring inservice held in 1996

outside the school in a local hotel that there was lreIIlendous potcotial for the

emergence ofa learning organization within this group ofeducators. There was

energy. vitality and creativity towards the concept aClife long learning that was self

directed. There was also a recognition oftbc: significance of instilling that value

within their school.

The Deep Learning Cycle

The second element of Senge's (1994) framework is the deep learning cycle.

Senge refers to this as the domain ofenduring change and is where the more subtle

changes ace occwring. In the Awareness and Sensibilities component, one would

expect evidences of paradigm shifts and systems thinking and the disciplines of

personal mastery and shared vision at work. Examples were evident in the analysis

of the systems thinking data where there was recognition of the inter and intra

connectedness ofevents affecting the school's learning environment. Though there

were examples of some staff espousing a new way of seeing their job as well as

their role in the school, there was also evidence of those who had not made a
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paradigm shift Similarly Ibm: wae exampks of those 00 stoffwho were obi. to

see the relationships between evans that iaflumccd <:ataiD cbages in tbrir school

while tbc:rt were others who fetc Ibat someooc bigcr aod 1IlC:n distant like the

government held all the answers and CODtrOI.

The second component of the: deep leamiDg cycle is the Skills and

Capabilities and this is wh~ ODe would expect evidences of individuals

elCperiencing aspiration, reflection, conversation IIld conceptualization, indeed all

of the five disciplines al work. Once again, data analysis on aU the five disciplines

revealed more supporting than Ron.SUpporting evidence ofeach of the disciplines.

This aspect of the deep learning cycle was at times visible but was not predominant

in how the staff functjoned.

The third component of the deep leam.iDg cycle is the Attitudes and Beliefs

when: there should be evidence of the emergence ofnew visions., both personal and

shared. AI this suge the shared vision discipline should be institutionalized and

onc should be really witnessing a collective intelligence in progress. Once again.,

though there is much supporting evidence for the shared vision discipline, there is

not a consensus. The shared vision. or force of commitment, is contingent on

systems thinking, personal mastery and mental models disciplines operating in

unison in a particular environment. Because of irregularities and some non-
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supponing evidences in the disciplines that justify the shared vision discipline it

cannot be said to be institutionalized. However, there were images that were

challenging. attainable and foc:ussing the future image of the school.

The fact that there uc tangible and subde changes in relation to the systems

archetype and the five disciplines substantiates the building ofa learning

organization (Senge. 1990). Therefore. at this point in time. it would be best to

describe this school as one that is in transition and on a course towards becoming a

learning organization.

Ludership

In addition to analyzing the school as a learning organization as it pertains to

Senge's (1994) systems archetype, there is another significant parallel that can be

tested. Both Senge (1990) and FulJan (1995) identify commonalities that the

fonnalleader, the principal, must possess in a learning organization. These are:

Leader as designer, Leader as teacher. and Leader as steward. The following is a

comparison between these three required attributes and the data analyzed in this

study.
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Leader as Daiper

A leader as designer is responsible for the creation ofan effective learning

process. Key concerns here should be with policies, strategies and • structure that

enable guiding ideas to evolve inlo educational decisions. As FuUan (1995) says.

the leader should design a learning process whereby people throughout the

organization can deal productively with the critical issues they face and develop

their mastery in the learning disciplines. In this school the principal appears to

have done an outstanding job. The school decided to take on cooperative learning

as a new teaching method to improve the learning environment of the school.

There was certainly a learning process put in piau for the staffand students to

reach this goal. There was detailed analysis from university and school board level

on cooperative learning and implementation methods. There were government

proposals and funding for the venture. There were allotted time and money for

travel, professional development, l<K:aJ workshops, university partnerships, school

board support personnel and ongoing professional evaluation ofprogress.

Leader as Stewnd

A leader as steward continually seeks and oversees the broader purpose and

direction of the organization (Fullan, 1995). Senge (1990) goes further to say that
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as steWard, it is an intrinsic quality IDd soldy • IDIttC'r ofattitude that exists on two

le><ls. First is stewudslUp for die people beint! led mel sc<ond is stewWship for

the larger purpose. Once IpiD there were sewnI obvious examples of this

portrayed by the priDcipa1. From the oagoiDg pmi.steu<e for H.....R_

Development fimding to support the broader vision of the staff fO!" their "bool, to

sincere concern for staffmembers struggling with all these new initiatives. there

was never any doubt of the position oftbe current principal. Everyone knew that

he was supporting them. nus stewardship was evident as well in his dealing with

students. Whether he was dealing with a referred diSl.:ipl.ine problem or making

friendly commentaries to the students in the hallways, his words regularly drifted

towards a global view of the future (rather than a focus on the local) and the

significance ofstudents to develop skills for life long learning.

weier as Tadlier

The leader as teacher is not about teaclting one's O'MI vision to other people

(Fullan, 1995) but it is about helping everyone gain more insightful views on

current reality. Senge argues that the leader as teacher brings to the SUlface

people's mental models of imponant issues and offers insight into seeing beyond

the swiact and into underlying causes through systemic thinking. The leader
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teaches .systen1ic SII'UCtUre to help change • focus &om reactive or~ve to a

focus ofbeing gcocrative wt.cn DCW questioas are raised aDd explored.. This

cbancteristic was also portrayed by the priDcipal. On different occasions. be it at

staff.....mgs or school boanI-spollS<l<ed inscrnees, !be principal <Ollveyed his

synopsis ofa given problem in • systemic manner. He would delineate underlying

circwnstanees that brought them to where they were and then pose the questions.

such as, "Now we know where we are and where we want 10 be, so what are we

going to do to get there?" From that point genuine dialogue and discussion

proceeded.

Although these thr« commooalities of leader as designer. steward and

teacher are madily visible in this particular school setting by an observer looking

for them, they are not perceived so comprehensively by all staff. As the data

analysis revealed, though there was significant suppon for the five disciplines of

the learning organization. there Wert still those opposed or not buying in 10 the new

approach of improving the overa.llleachiDg leaning environment in the school.

This school certainly more often than not displays many of the attributes associated

with the learning organization concept. To say it is a leaning organization would

not be appropriate as that concept is an ideal to strive towuds. What is significant

is thai the attributes of the five disciplines seem to be the language or medium used
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to create momcotum and life IoDg IeamiDg in this school.

Dibboa's f'CMlr States

A comparison of the findings in relation to the more recent wort of Dibbon

(2000) also confirms evidence of aspects of the leaming organization. Dibbon

swnmarizes a four-stage description ofgrowth in a school's learning capacity: the

coping organization, the emerging organization, the developing organization and

the learning organization, based on its position relative to individual, team and

whole school learning capacity. When fO(;ussing on the individual professional

learning capacity the findings &om this school indicate that this school is

predominately at the developing stage based on the following corresponding

factors: Attitudes about individual professionalleaming ue viewed as critical but

the responsibility oCtile whole organization; Administrator involvement in

individual professionalleaming is viewed as a high priority but, there are not high

expectations for all teachers; Planning for individual professional learning sriD has

some focus on one-shot deals though integrated into daily work., but leanting needs

are based on the perceived needs of the furure. lbere are however, two factors of

the individual professional learning capacity that parallel with the learning

organization stage: The suppon for individual professionaJ learning is strong both
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internally and externally, and the nature ofopportunities for individual professional

learning offered a wide variety of choices with on and offsite sessions focussed on

continuous learning and integrated into daily work.

When examining the team learning capacity within the school. once again.

several of the findings parallel to the factors pertaining to the developing stage. In

reference to the faclor ofa stimulus for learning, the school leadership cenainly

promotes learning for improvement and suppons new curriculum implementation.

Also. in reference to the team learning process factor, there is evidence that school

teams are innovative in generating new knowledge around complex issues in a

collective approach. As well, the factor of team structure is reflected in the school

leadersltip tcam comprised of a combination of the principal, tasks forces and

curriculum teams. The factor of team operating principles continues to support the

developing stage by evidence of the leams often being dominated by more assertive

personalities (though there is ample evidence ofdialogue). However, there is also

minimal evidence in the findings to suppo" that team learning is at the learning

organization stage. In reference to the factor of leadership suppon, the principal

exemplifies team building and teamwork skills, promotes open dialogue. provides

quality time and settings for team building as well as keeps staff current on theories

of teamwork. Also, in reference to the factor ofevidence of teams, teamwork is
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being institutioaa1izcd in the sdaoollbrough the commitrces already in piau.

In referencing the findings to the stages ofgrowth in the whole school

learning capacity, there is cvidc:Dce relating to fKtors pc:rtaining to three ofttle four

stages. This implies that 11 a scboollevel there is less nwuriry as a learning

organization rhan at the individual and team level. The facton; penaining to the

emerging stage: for whole school learning were in reference to stimuJus for learning

which was based on a change in leadership and externally imposed demands as

well as the factor of knowledge acquisition which was primarily through

workshops. conferences and scanning the environment

The majority of the findings support the whole schoolleaming capacity IS

being at the developing stage. In relation to the factor ofknowl~ transfer it was

clearly a planned approach utilizing memos. reports, letters, department meetings

and electronic communicarion. A5 well. in reference to the factor ofcollective

interpretation of knowledge there was evidence that some knowledge moved

beyond the individual and team to be the collective knowledge ofall staff. The

factor aCknowledge documentation and storage also had support in the findings

where there was (annal print promotion., evidence of informal knowledge in

organizational routines and teachers sharing across departments.

There was minimal support in the findings to support the whole school
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learning ClIpICity IS being &l!be IeanWlg orpaizaboo slagC. In ..Ccrencc: 10 !be

factor of knowledge geDl:f'IIiOD there WIS direcI evidence ofcxpcrimmtation and

risk taking being promoted. Teachers were encouraged 10 expand and create new

cwriculums. be involved with action leaming and teacher mentorships.

In comparing the findings to the factors Dibbon (2000) asso<:iates with each

of the stqes of~Iopmentpc:rtainiDg to the cooccpI oftbc learning organization.

it becomes obvious that this school can be best described as being at stage thrtt,

the emergi.Dg stage. Although there are areas ofstrength which denotes stage four.

the Itaming organization, there is also evidence in the findings that the school is

still at stage two, the emerging stage. The learning organization concept appem

stronger at an individual level. growing at the team level and more unstable at the

whole schoolleaming capacity level.

Elliott's District laterveatioDs

Elliott (2000) identifies nine categories of district interventions effective in

promoting the learning organi.zation concept in schools. Of these nine. findings can

be made specifically to four of these interventions. The first intervention penains

to the implementation ofpolicy. There is evidence that organizational learning is

enhanced when schools Ill: encouraged 10 devise their own means of
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implementation to encourage experimentation, dialogue and coUeetive problem

solving (Elliott 2000). The findings certainly did reBect all three of these aspects

in the school's approach Co policy implementation. The structures for encouraging

collaboration on policy implementation also provided the staff' for an opportunity to

engage in Senge's disciplines of team learning, and shared decision making.

The second district intervention relating to organizationalleaming has to do

with accountability and monitoring systems. Once again. the findings relate to this

intervention and exemplify Senge's concept of the learning organization. The

findings revealed a focus on competence or personal mastery in relation to short

and long tenn goals, common procedures and improvements as cited by Elliott as

evolving when the district tlCpCCts accountability. As well. this mutual monitoring

aCthe school's progress develops trust and the findings support this and reveals the

discipline of systems thinking coming to the forefront.

The third district intervention that encourages organisational learning

pertains to infonnation and feedback mechanisms. Elliott suggests that districts go

beyond giving infonnation and provide guidance and encouragement to utiliu the

infonnation in the school improvement process. Again. the findings revealed a

great deal ofdistrict support with feedback and workshops designed around school

improvement with the emphasis on student acmevement.
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The fourth district intervention is the cuIturallorganizationalleaming

intervention. This intervention supports the view that cbanges in culture should

precede changes in structure as focussing on culture, climate and interpersonal

relationsbips holds more promise. The findings clearly exemplified this in the day

to day operation of the school as well as in the formal settings of external

workshops or conferences. Improving the school climate and interpersonal

relationships is paramount in this school.

The fact that this school is evolving into a learning organization can

cenai.n.ly be attributed to the disuict's intervention and support services provided.

Without this guidance and continuous feedback in both fannal and infonnaJ ways,

the school would not be as far along on the learning organization continuum as it

presently is.

Summary of Findings

There is significant evidence to support the characteristics of the learning

organization inherent in the leadership practices at the school studied. The data

analysis as it pertained to each ofSenge's five disciplines, his conceptual
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framework. and leadership types revealed substantial suppott in favour of the

characteristics oftbe learning organization being visible in the scbool. The

findings associated with Dibbon's four stage framework identifies the school

studied as best described as being at stage three. the emerging stage towards

becoming a learning organization. 10 reference to Elliott's district interventions,

there is evidence that much oftbe success attributed to the school studied evolving

into a learning organization is the result of four district interventions and support

services provided.
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CIIAJ"Il:R FIVI:

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA110NS

The purpose of this study was to examine the learning organization concept

from the perspective ofa school setting and to rcveallo what degree the

characteristics of the learning organization were inherent in the leadership practices

and what such practices looked like. In doing so, this thesis explored <a) the

applicability oforganizationalleaming theory to the understanding of schools and

(b) practical images oforpnizatiooalleaming in school settings. It was built on the

research ofSheppard and Brown (1996). An iJHicpth case study was done on a

school identified as experiencing success with change and improvement to detmnine

the degree to which characteristics of the learning organizaIion were present.

The: design of the study was a qualitative approach consisting of interviews.

participant observation and docwnent analysis. The identification of a high school

displaying the most atb'ibules aCthe learning organization was selected by unique·

case selection (Lecompte & Presissle. 1993). The study then focussed on the degree

to which characteristics aCthe learning organization were inherent in the schaol and
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provided a description of these cbarac:teristics in an educational setting. Selected

teachers, the principal. vice-principal and members of the school improvement team

were interviewed. The interview protocol was developed by Sheppard and Brown

(See Appendix B). Data were also coUec:tcd through participant ObiefVabOn in both

fonnal and informal settings as weU as through document analysis.

Conclusions Coneeraing Research Question

The purpose of this study was to examine the concept of the learning

organization in a school setting. The research question asked in relation to this

purpose was: To what degree are characteristics of the leaming organization

inherent in the leadership practices in a school setting and what do such practices

look like? The learning organization in this study was defmed by the five disciplines

espoused by Senge (1990). The following are summaries of these disciplines as

revealed in an educational setting.

Systems Thinking

There was overwhelming support. especially through the interview process to

substantiate evidence of this discipline occurring. By far the majority interviewed

were focussed on seeing interrelationships and processes that impacted on their work
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environmmL They did DOl feci as dtougb they were It the mercy ofsome cause and

effect chain ofevents extemaJ 10 them IDd there was evidcDcc ofa paradigm shift

from seeing partS to seeing the whole or bigger picture ofwhat impacted on their

particular work environment

The observations aod document analysis also stroDgly supponed systems

thinking. Indeed. their federally fuDded program to help them implement their

school growth plan and deal effec:tively with change was focussed on the

interrelationships between teachers, students, school, community, employability and

life.

PCrJOII.1 Mastery

Tbough the discipline ofpersooa.I mastery was evident. the support was not as

strong for it through the: interview process. It was obvious thai though many

operated with the internal locus of control, there were still many who felt other

teachers, leaders and the administration were in total control and set the agenda

when it came to impacting on their panicular school.

The personal mastery discipline was slrOngly evident Ihrougb observations

and document analysis. Staff were questioning themselves as to where they were

with school improvement and how they would get to the next stage, a perfect
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example oC-creative tension- (Seqe, 1990). Docummt analysis also had ample

,_ foc pcnoulmastay _ se..,.] _ from the schooL district and

university which dc:moosmted prevalence of Ibe pcrsoDaIlDISlCty discipline.

Mental ModtIs

The discipline ofmental models was clearly supported in the interview

process as weU as the observations mel document analysis. There was definitely a

view of seeing their school and its connectedness to the larger convnunity through a

broader tense. There was evidence in the interview proeess of emerging mental

models in the areas ofpcrsooaI professional development, teaching, global education

and effectively managing change.

The observations also confinned examples of the mental model discipline as

it became obvious that the school staff had come to the realization that there was no

quick fixes or bandwagon recipe fOI" schoot improvement. Instead the real answers

were to be found from bcgiM.ing with the presmt school environment.

Document analysis also supponed this discipline in genenl with one

exception. The SIaff referred to the improvement in attendance as being a result of

their school improvement imitative. However. after analyzing the statistics on

attendance the records showed vinqally no change and hovered within two percent
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ofa 91% attendance rate. Even wbeIl presented with this swistical information. tht

staff was reJuetaDt to accept it, which ncgares Ibe openDCSS aDd bnMkkr len~

approach clwacteristic of the IDCDtI1 model discipliDe.

Shared Vtstoa

The shared vision discipline was very prevalent in all aspects of inquiry.

There were numerous examples of strong individual commitments that stenuned

from the synergy of systems thinking, personal mastery and mental models all

operating in unison. It certain.ly provided the focus ofleami.ng and personal vision

that related to developing the future image oftbe school. Teachers espoused their

school as progressive and advancing. certainly not. stuck schooLThcTe was a total

of 8 interviews conducted including the Principal and 7 leathers that were chosen

through a process of random sampling.

Observations also reaffirmed the shared vision discipline with comminees

spontaneously being struck at the end ofconferences or inservices to deal with

surfacing issues pertaining to their school improvmlenl and reaching their goals.

As well, document analysis revealed supporting evidence for this discipline from

teacher handbooks and code of conduct publications. The emphasis was in working

together as a school to reach their vision of what the school could become.
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Team Learaing

There was overwhelming support cvidmced for the team learning discipline.

Examples ofbuilding on shared vision and personal mastery through trust and the

mastery of dialogue and discussion often came to the forefront in strengthening the

learning capacity of the school. Most saw the team learning discipline as vcry

positive and instrumental in contributing to the improvements of the school. In fact,

team building insetvices were prerequisite to the whole new school improvement

process.

Again, observations revealed significant support for this discipline. Emphasis

was placed on team building dwing inservices. and staffmeetings, as well as general

problem solving at the classroom level. Team teaming was close to being

institutionalized to the point where a four-step process was used regularly to

evaluate the effectiveness oftbe teamwork.

Document analysis also emphasized the importance of the team learning

discipline. From the very outset the Statement of Purpose in the teacher handbook

focuses on the team approach to education referencing the school persoMel in

conjunction with the parents and broader community as key players in the education

of the student.

The summation of the five disciplines reveals that this particular school is not
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yet a learning organizatioo. A learning orpni.zatioD has institutionalized the five

disciplines and functions more effectively in the ideal stale. It is fair (0 stile that

this school certainly exhibits many aCdle characteristics of the learning organization

which is visible in the daily operation of this institution. This school. though OOt a

learning organization, has evidently demonstrated principles of organizational

teaming based on Curmlt theory to which it albibutes much of its success in dealing

with educational change. Analysis of the school's leadership supports the: fact that

the school's principal is striving to become a leaderclwacteristic ora learning

organization. Dibboo's Four Stage Framework makes it possible to identify where

the school is on the learning organization continuum and Elliott provides evidence

that district interventions are instrumental in the implementation process of such a

school becoming a learning organization.

Sugated Areas lor F.rtIler Reselrdl

Due to the limited amount of research done to date on the learning

organization concept as it pertains to the educational environment. additional

research could prove quite useful for implementation ofschool growth plans and

working effectively with the change process. A longitudinal study on the five

disciplines of the learning organization in a school setting would be useful in
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analyzing their iDdividual impact 00 the educlboaal process. As well a study on the

school administrators pcrccptioD 011 curreDt leadership practices may well addrt'ss

the gop lhal oc<ds to be -..sed. As pr<viously sugestcd. me.. bas to be I

substantial paradigm shift in administration pnctices to both accommodaJ:e and

instirutionalize the five disciplines of the learning organization. There is also a nttd

for a study to evaluate the impact that the learning organization model has on student

outcomes and to confinn the IraDSfer aCthe five disciplines from practices of the

administration and teachers to those oCthe students.

tmplkatiolu

The findings indicate that the learning organization theory fits well in the

educational setting. This should come as no surprise as this setting embodies

learning and should promote progressive learning theory assotiatcd with life long

learning. However, there are indeed • number of lessons that have been learned.

First of all. becoming a learning organization can be quite difficult even with

sustained district and extcmal suppon. As weU. extema1 partnerships are critical to

faci.litate implementation based on elUTeDt theory. Not only do these pannerships

provide critical friends but the infusion ofnew people and money creates a vibrant

atmosphere and is encouraging in the school.
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new people and money CRates a vibrant atmosphere and is encouraging in the

school.

Also. the importance of the intcmalizatjon arSengc's five dis<:iplines as a

vehicle utilized towards school growth is invaluable for a school administrator. It

provides both a focus and a framework. It also speaks to the fac:t that school leaders

need the ability, skills and desire to successfully manage change as effective change

agents.

For a school to become a learning organization, there must be commitment at

all levels, from the district office level to the school and the student. The school

board's strategic planning process can be used to create and convey this vision. In

successfully dealing with educational change and indeed the exponential rate of

change, an approach encompassing a flatter bureaucratic structure focussing on

teamwork, shared vision., systems thinking, personal mastery and mental models

could provide the means ofsuccess. Administrators need to have the knowledge

and understanding of the learning organization, as well as a ftnn grasp of the

implications for their particular context. In this way. they can be entrusted to

promote effective organizationalleaming in the educational settings in which they

work.
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lieberman's (1995) outline for analysis of professiooaJ developmcDt schools is IS

follows:

JlltrodMctiott ud BildpOIIlfd

What is the larger context ofyour school?

What uc the board policies thai enable or inhibit change?

Describe the local context?

Is the school imbedded in a larger network or coalition'! Describe the

school's connection to it.

U. llI~Cotttattuld Descriptimt oftileSdooi

How would you describe Ibc: school., its students, neighbourhood,

faculty, parent body, and so on?

III Jf'l111t is die Sciool Tryiltg to Do?

What is the: school's vision? What art its values?

What is or continues to be the focus ofwork at the school?

What characterizes the school as special, innovative. and/or

visionary?

IV. How hIlS 'he School GONe AboMt MaJdIIg ClrlUlge?

What structures, new roles, responsibilities., ways of working have
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changed'? How? How would you describe dx: way the "bool has gone

about changing?

What roles. rnponsibilities. groups or committees ba...e been formed

to rethink what the school is doing IDd bow those It the school can achieve

theirvisiOll?

V. Wlur' ProgrlllltlfUllk Clllllfgt!S Dr Teacltill, Lam;", SlrtllqU!s HIlw- &a

Made!

What teaching strategies are being used? Changed curricular ideas?

Instructional innovations? Student-oriented formats? New

approaches to cwriculum (e.g.• cooperative learning, teaching to

themes. process--orienled teaching [e.g., writing, etc.»?

VI. fiat HtIW 8«ft Ute &urkrs ..tVIN TruitHts 111", H.VI!I~

Progress?

What bas faciliwed the changes?

VII. WTr« Killd ofhrsolt.1 ",,4 OrpItiZlllitmtll Lamill, "IIS TdDl

Pilla!

VIII. WIt'" is YOM' AII.lysis 01lIds Scllool?

What are the lessons to be learned about policy, practice. technical

assistance, teacher leaming, development, change and so on?
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The questiolls under each caIegory below _ be used IS gWdclines Co<_her
interviews.

I. I.troductioa alld Batk&rond
a) What is the luger context ofyour school1
b) What are provincial policies that enable or inhibit change?
c) Describe the local context, including the school as a disaiet system.
d) Is your school embedded in any other large network or coalition that is

significandy influencing the changes Wlderway in your school? Describe the
school's connection to it.

lI. The Context and DeseriptiOll of tM SdtooI
a) How would you describe the school, its students.. neighbourhood.

stalI(administralors, leacbcrs, support sufi). and pamlls1
b) Are there significant people or groups in the school that an: not mentioned

above, such as business partners. school councils? Ifso, please describe: them.
showing their involvement in the school.

lU. Sdtool's Visioll
a) What is the school trying to do? VIhat is its vision? What are its values?
b) What is orconttnues to be the focw ofworlc at the school?
c) What characterizes the school as special, innovative. and/or visionary?

IV. The Chlnce Process
a) How has the school gone about making change?
b) What structures., roles., responsibilities. ways of working have changed?

v. [ff'ec:tJ 011 InslrKtio. and 5t"'. Achievemeat
a) What programmatic changes or teachinglleaming strategies have been made?
b) What teaching strategies are being used? Have curricular ideas changed? Are

there instructional iMovations? Whal new approaches to curriculum have
emerged?

c) Has there been an effect on SlUdenl achievement? Studenl behavior? If so,
how is it measured?
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VI. SUpport and Obstlicles
a) What has facilitated the changes?
b) What has been the baniers and/or tensions that have impeded progress?

VO. Professioaal & Ptrsonal Leaminl
a) What kind ofpersonalleaming bas taken place?
b) What kind ofprofessionalleaming hal taken place?

VID. Conclusion
a) What is your analysis oftbis school?
b) What are the lessons to be learned about policy, practice. tecbnical assistance,

teacher learning. professional development, and change?
c) Please feel free to add any other conclusions you wish.
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